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T
he shorts are on. This can only mean one of two things. 
I’m either on holiday, or summer is here. I rarely go on 
holiday (and I wouldn’t be at a computer if I were), so 
thankfully it’s the later. And that means good times! The smell 

of freshly cut grass, the aroma of chargrilled sausages coming 
from on your neighbour’s BBQ and a car show to attend almost 
every weekend. You’ve gotta love summer months.

It’s that time of year when instead of painfully submitting to 
watching Danny Dyer on EastEnders, you jump in the car and 
go for a drive, windows down, choons up, the only destination 
is petrolhead heaven. 

The guys who enjoy it the most are those who take their tops off 
at the mere mention of sunshine. I’m of course talking about 
convertibles (and not you supplement-guzzling gym junkies. 
Although feel free to whip your tops off too). So we’ve paid homage 
to some of the fi nest drop-tops in the world, putting together a 
cheeky Topless Special, which includes Tom Lilico’s BMW Z3, a build 
so inspiring it’ll have you reaching for the classifi eds. But before 
you do, make sure to check out our Drop Priced Drop Tops (try 
saying that after a few strawberry daiquiris) feature on page 72.

Of course, if you’re not into going fully topless, you’ll fi nd a bunch 
of hardcore hardtops in this magazine too, including Rob Holland’s 
seriously tight Type R and Devan’s epic Evo X! 

Anyway, until next month’s Supercar Special, enjoy the 
sunshine. But remember to wear protection!  

Big Love,
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“You’ve got to ask yourself one question in this 
heat: Why does Midge insist on wearing a hat?”

“The reason I wear a woolly hat in the summer is 
to protect my shinny bonce! Happy now?”

“Summer is here, at last some great driving 
weather, time to jump in the Type R, oh wait.....”

“I actually hate the summer; it dries out 
my beard and makes it all frizzy.”
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CIVIC EP 012
We love every aspect of this tight Type R’s build and 
we reckon you will too! 

EVO X 026
This candy red Evo has plenty of show to match its 
go… and that’s quite a bit!

GOLF WAGON 040
Stylish, low and big enough to transport Slim’s 
weekly food shop! Who said modifying wasn’t 
practical? It wasn’t us!

BMW Z3 064
This BM could turn more heads with its top on than 
Kim Kardashian with hers off.

NISSAN 350Z 076
One of the lowest 350Z you’ll see and there’s not a 
compressor in sight. 

AUDI TT 082
It might have been raining on the day of the shoot 
but the sun was definitely shinning on this build.

VW CADDY 104
A very cool shoot for a very cool pick-up!

DROP PRICED DROP TOPS 072
Well after seeing the topless beauties featured in 
this magazine you’re going to want one for yourself.

SUMMER SHINE 035
We test the best waxes on the market so you don’t 
have to! We’re nice like that.

FRONT END 007
We take a look at the up and coming Performance 
Vauxhall Show, go to Formula Drift in America 
and test your motoring knowledge with our quiz.

POSTERS 057
Get some seriously sexy topless models on your 
bedroom wall. Not that type you filthy git!

STAFF RIDES 091
It’s a sad month for Initial G as he says goodbye to 
his Civic. For the rest of us though, it’s a bloody 
awesome one! 

READERS’ RIDES 100
Now for the most important cars in the whole 
world… yours!

ARSE END 112
Fast Car is a respectable magazine for the 
serious motoring enthusiast; well apart from this 
bit. Sorry.

NEXT MONTH 114
If we keep going at this rate it’ll be Christmas in 
4-months.

FEATURE CARS

DROPPED TOPS 

WILD CARD

BONUS FEATURES

OUT THERE

Japfest 20
Europe’s Biggest Japanese Car 
Show just got bigger, a lot bigger!
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NEWS, VIEWS, RANTS AND RANDOM SHENANIGANS FROM THE WORLD OF CAR CULTURE UP FRONT

Think you know your cars?
Test your knowledge for
fun here…

Q1) Name the car…

Q2) Name the front cluster…

Q3) Name the wheel…

Quiz Time

Wordsearch
There are eight 

Ford car models in 
here! Can you fi nd 

them all?

Formula Drift

Answers are in Arse End over on page 113! Good luck.

This year’s Formula Drift Round 1 marked my 11th year covering the event held on the streets of Long Beach. 
It was also my 64th Formula Drift event overall as a photographer. While it’s very hard to fi nd new angles on a 
track that I’ve been shooting at for over a decade, the drivers make it so easy, with their fancy one-thousand 
horsepower cars and balls to the wall driving. I’m defi nitely looking forward to the 13th season of FD. If you guys 
are ever Stateside, I suggest checking one of these events out.

Western Car Culture

The smell and sound of tuned Japanese metal is set 
to fi ll Rockingham Motor Speedway on Sunday 26 
June for the return of Japfest Rock (formally known 
as Japfest 2).

Of course, we will be there with a massive display 
of past, present and future feature cars. But that’s not 
all Japfest Rock has to offer. There’s non-stop, high-
speed track action, including tyre-shredding drifting 
displays and passenger rides, a huge retail village and 
thousands of the UK’s best Japanese cars on display. 

There’s loads more going on too. To fi nd out what 
and to book your ticket hit:
www.japfest.co.uk/japfest-rock-home-0

Rockingham Sunday 26th June

Larry Chen

Defi ning Car Culture 007



UP FRONT

T
he Performance Vauxhall Show  
will return to Santa Pod Raceway  
on Sunday the 12th of June for 
another day of 100 percent Vauxhall 

action. With an attendance of over 10,000 
Vauxhall enthusiasts, the event is one of 
the UK’s biggest Vauxhall shows and is 
always at the forefront of any fan’s calendar. 

As always, the legendary Santa Pod  
drag strip will be at the heart of show, with 
non-stop head-to-head battles all day.  
Plus spectacular shoot out competitions 

from some the top drag cars in the  
country, including a run from the famous 
FireForce Jet Car.

If the drag strip isn’t enough to satisfy 
the appetite, there’s also a full timetable of 
live entertainment taking place, including 
unbelievable stunts that will have you on 
the edge of your seat. And a huge display  
of club cars representing the UK’s Vauxhall 
scene. Expect to find everything from 
powerful VXRs and VX220s to retro Astras, 
Novas and Cavaliers. 

The

Show Preview
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UP FRONT

You’ve gotta love the insurance 
companies who do this. Do they really 
think we’re all mugs and that we’ve got  
a couple of hundred quid to just chuck 
away? It’s not exactly hard to get a quote 
these days with the amount of price 
comparison sites on the net. So why can’t 
they just give us their best price straight 
out of the box instead of trying to make  
a couple of hundred extra quid? 

Then why are they surprised when 
you turn them down and go with another 
company? What do they expect after 
pulling that trick? It’s like going to a 
restaurant and paying £20 for a pie and 
chips, only to be told by your mates that 
they had the same meal for a tenner, and 
they expect you to pop back there for 
dinner. It just wouldn’t happen! 

To save yourself all this hassle, just  
use a decent insurance company in the 
first place. One that specialises in 
modified cars! 

The Angry Man

“Hello Sir, your 
insurance premium is 
£550. Would you like 

to renew?”
“BUT, I’VE JUST 

BEEN OFFERED THE 
SAME DEAL FOR 

£300 FROM 
ANOTHER BROKER!” 
“Oh, okay, then we’ll 

match that.” 
“OH GREAT, THANKS 

FOR TRYING TO 
FLEECE ME FOR 
£250. TAKE MY 
MONEY – NOT.”

Disclaimer: The opinions 
expressed herein are not 
necessarily those of Fast 
Car or the publisher. So 
fuck you ;-)

For more info and to book your tickets hit this link:  

www.performancevauxhallshow.co.uk

What’s On:
Run What Ya Brung!

Take the opportunity to test 
your car’s performance on 

the drag strip in the Vauxhall-
only Run What Ya Brung! 

Club Displays
The PV Show wouldn’t be the same 
without the wealth of enthusiast clubs 
that support it. Save plenty of time  
to wander round the massive and 
diverse range of Griffins on display.

Retail Village
Need a part for your 

Vauxhall? Chances are you 
will find it within the PV Show 

Retail Village. Sandwiched 
between the Drag Strip action 

and 1000s of club cars, the 
Retail Village is packed with 
everything and anything you 

could need for your car.

Best Wheels Award
Sponsored by Wheel Whores
PVS have teamed up with Wheel 
Whores to find this year’s Wheels  
of the Show. The winner will receive  
a Wheel Whores trophy and goodie  
bag worth £60!

Drift Trikes
If you love drifting get 

involved in the Drift Trike 
Paddock. For just £10 you 

can take to the wheel (or 
handlebars even) of a 50cc 

trike and attack the specially 
designed course.

Show and Shine 
The Show & Shine brings together 
the best examples of the UK Vauxhall 
scene. Whether it’s an impeccably 
detailed rebuild, quarter-mile demon 
or highly-tuned track weapon, you’re 
guaranteed to be impressed. 

Defining Car Culture 009





GIVE YOUR RIGHT FOOT WHAT IT WANTS
with a K&N® performance air intake system. It delivers more
horsepower and acceleration—guaranteed—and installs
in about 90 minutes. Order online today and put more power
right where you want it.
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TYPE APPROVAL
ROB HOLLAND’S TYPE R EP3 BLENDS EAST AND WEST, TRACK AND ROAD, 

COMPOSITES AND STEEL. AND THE RESULT IS BLOODY SPECTACULAR!

R
arely has one particular car built 
up a rabid, cult following as 
quickly as the Type R badged 
Honda. Honda has been making 
R-badged cars for a little over 19 

years, and in that time they’ve carved out  
a reputation for excellent handling, Swish 
watch-style reliability, and for being powered 
by engines far more sophisticated than 

anything mustered by rival firms. The UK  
has been particularly swift to embrace cars 
like the Civic and the Integra Type R, partly 
because of their success in top tier 
motorsport (think BTCC over the last  
15 or so years). But also because there are 
few cars on Earth better suited to cutting 
down a narrow, undulating British B-road  
than a well sorted Type R! 

The Civic you see before you could well 
have been created to support the points 
made above. Built by Rob Holland, it’s an EP3 
which manages the neat trick of straddling 
two very different car scenes, namely track 
and show. Take a look at its spec list and 
you’ll see what we mean. Air suspension 
shares space with enough carbon fibre to 
keep a cold war jet designer happy. Rare JDM 
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HOT RIDE: CIVIC TYPE R EP3

bolt-ons rub shoulders with Recaro seats.  
It’s a mix of parts that, on paper at least, really 
shouldn’t come together as well as it does. 

“I didn’t set out to try and blend these two 
schools of thought. I just built the Civic that  
I wanted to own,” says Rob with a chuckle. 
“That said, I have always been very into my 
USDM Hondas and that was certainly a factor. 
As was my girlfriend, Alayna.”

Rob and Alayna actually met through the 
UK Honda scene, and while the relationship 
has certainly blossomed, the pair’s shared 
passion has resulted in an intense rivalry and 
regular competition for key parts. This rivalry 
means that they now both own very nice 
Civics. But it’s also created a mad dash for the 
Buy it Now button whenever a suitably rare or 
desirable aftermarket part appears online!

We’re fairly used to seeing carbon gracing 
feature cars nowadays, but Rob’s really taken 

things to another level, by opting to make  
use of it on almost every panel. You can read 
the complete list of lightweight composite 
materials now on the Civic over on page 18 
(the spec). But some of the most effective 
additions include the front grille, bonnet, fuel 
filler cap and boot lid. The latter a direct result 
of Rob clocking a particularly stunning USDM 
EP3 with the same panel. 

“Most of the carbon came from the same 
car, a heavily carbon-clad Civic that was  
well known in the UK until it was written  

off. I already knew the owner and arranged 
with him to head down on a weekend. Before 
long I was heading back with a car full of 
carbon parts.”

The need to use the car on a daily basis 
had a direct result on its suspension. Rob 
soon found the 40mm lowering springs he 
originally fitted to be more of a hindrance than 
a help, particularly when they prevented him 
from exiting his drive without bottoming out! 
This situation eventually forced his hand and 
Rob was soon on the phone to his friends at 



“I just built the Civic that 
I wanted to own”

Defi ning Car Culture 015

Rob and girlfriend Alayna fi ght 
each other for rare parts

On paper it really shouldn’t 
work. But it just does
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Xquisite Automotive. Bear in mind that this 
was a good few years ago, back when air 
ride-equipped EP3s were a far rarer sight than 
they are now, so getting someone to carry out 
the work was easier said than done.

“They basically said that if I could get them 
the kit, they’d fi t it,” recalls Rob with a laugh. 
“I eventually sourced and ordered a kit, then 
had it sent to them, but we still had to fi t it in 
time for a show the following weekend. It 
meant a manic day of work in order to get it 
ready. But we got there in the end.”

Honda’s VTEC motor might’ve become 
fi rmly associated with hoodlums terrorising the 
high streets of Britain in recent years. But let’s 
not forget that this variable timing engine was 
nothing short of a race-derived marvel when 
launched. Developed in conjunction with and 
intended for motorsport use, the VTEC in 
Rob’s Civic benefi ts from a number of proven 
go-faster goodies, all chosen for their ability to 
work with this motor’s naturally revvy nature. 

“The same EP3 that inspired me to go all 
out with the carbon also sported a big bore 
HKS exhaust, and I guess it inspired me to fi t 
a similar system to my own car,” he explains. 
‘The majority of the tuning has been aimed at 
getting the engine breathing better, hence the 
exhaust and induction work. I managed to get 

the genuine Mugen air box for a steal.” The 
mix of styles at play here is probably at its 
most obvious when we focus on the wheels 
Rob’s managed to stuff beneath those pristine 
grey arches. The ones he thought he’d 
ordered from JDM Distro were the much-
loved Work Equips. And indeed he thought 

these were the hoops he was getting right 
up until he opened the box! 

“They’re actually More Developments 
three-piece splits, a much rarer wheel over 
here,” muses Rob. “The order was severely 
delayed and it ended up being a manic rush 
to get them to my house, fi tted with tyres and 

Tegiwa harness bar 
is a nice touch



ROB HOLLAND 
Hi Rob. How long have you had 
the car and why did you decide 
to modify it in this way?
“Just over three and a half years 
ago. At the time I bought it, it was 
intended to stay totally standard 
– my mum’s orders!”

It sounds like it’s been a fairly 
involved build. What was the most 
frustrating bit?
“Probably sourcing and getting 
parts. That always seemed to be 
time consuming and with the 
potential to stop me going to a 
show the following weekend! 
The wheels were a particularly 
close run thing.”

Defi ning Car Culture 017

The VTEC benefi ts from a number 
of go-faster goodies

“It was manic, but we 
got there in the end”

Takatas in a Civic. Is there a more 
iconic Japanese combo?
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HOT RIDE: CIVIC TYPE R EP3 TECH SPEC: CIVIC TYPE R
STYLING
Honda Civic Type R EP3 in OE grey; carbon fibre  
front splitter, grille, bonnet, side skirts, fuel filler  
cap, boot lid and spoiler; Team Heko wind deflectors; 
Illest numberplate surround.

CHASSIS
More Developments OW33 7x17in three-piece split 
rims; Air Force air ride suspension with manual 
management; 4 gallon seamless tank in candy red; 
AZ compressor; c-pillar bar; Beaks lower tie bar; 
Skunk2 black series lower control arms; DC Sports 
titanium strut brace; Japspeed rear camber arms; 
Honda OEM open ended lug nuts; Stoptech brake 
kit (front); RPB grooved discs and Stoptech street 
performance pads (rear); Eibach 15mm spacers  
all round.

INTERIOR
Recaro Trendline seats; Takata Drift 3 harnesses; 
Takata harness pads in the rear; Tegiwa harness  
bar; retrimmed roof lining, glove box, pillars and 
steering wheel; Alcantara gear and handbrake gaiter; 
Skunk2 gearknob; Type R mats; sticker-bombed  
dash and door handles.

TUNING
Mugen air box; HKS Hi Power cat-back exhaust; 
Tegiwa silicon intake and coolant hoses; silicon 
washer hoses; Kode bolts, carbon fibre intake cover 
and spark plug cover; various pinstriping; 6Two1  
oil cap; HKS rad cap; K Tuned dip stick; Seeker 
socks; Tegiwa battery tie down bar.

AUDIO
JVC double-DIN headunit; Hertz HSK130 component 
front speakers; Hertz ECX 16.5 Coaxial rear speakers; 
JL audio 12in sub; JL audio amp; Xquisite Automotive 
boot install.

THANKS TO
Xquisite Automotive; Eurospec; 6Two1 JDM; Distro; 
Fitment Junkies; Mum; my girlfriend Alayna; Alayna’s 
dad; and the rest of my family.

fitted to the car in time for a big show that very 
day. Again, we managed it. But only just.”

Rob’s plans for the future mainly revolve 
around helping Alayna get her own equally 
praiseworthy Civic ready for the 2016 show 
season, furthering his relatively recently found 
appreciation for detailing, and, eventually, 
more power, probably via a supercharger 
conversion. Nice.

It’s hard to escape the nagging feeling that 
this car really shouldn’t work. A mix of USDM, 

UKDM and straight up BTCC shouldn’t  
go together. And yet it really does. Rob’s 
dedication to his car and his ideas (and a love 
for carbon fibre that’s perilously close to being 
a full on addiction) has left him with an EP3 
that looks like nothing else around. We’re  
not one for going around slapping labels on 
things, but we’d argue Rob’s car is a true 
hybrid, one that simply wouldn’t have come 
about in another country, a truly British EP3 
– and it’s all the better for it!
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plus premium Geomet® corrosion resistant G3000+ iron discs of your pattern choice. Geomet® is the NUMBER ONE brake disc anti corrosion surface coating
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creates a mechanical
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All EBC discs are now black GEOMET® corrosion resistant coated ...

These discs WILL NOT RUST
PDK Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD01K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD02K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and Geomet® black OEM

(non slotted) style discs
PD03K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and Geomet® black OEM
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PD040K Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs

- this full vehicle kit includes 2 sets of pads and 2 pairs of discs
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Now Available

From

A

01234 782828

or callVisit www.thefastshow.com

10th April 2016

AND BEST
THE FIRST

of the YEAR

CAR SHOW

INCLUDING TOP IMPORT RACERS WITH JAP & FWD DRAG SERIES • FIREFORCE JET CAR • PRE-ENTRY AUTOGLYM SHOW & SHINE

LEE BOWERS MOTORCYCLE STUNTS • TERRY GRANT PRECISION STUNT SHOW • HUGE CLUB DISPLAYS • LIVE MUSIC

N20 NIGHTCLUB SATURDAY NIGHT • DRIFT RIDES • AND MORE... • TICKETS FROM JUST £18pp PLUS FEES

Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Road, Podington, Wellingborough, Northants, NN29 7XA. Signposted from J14/15 M1.
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EUROPE’S BIGGEST JAPANESE CAR EVENT MOVES TO ITS NEW HOME!  

J
apfest has always been the season 
opener for Europe’s thousands of 
Japanese car nuts and nothing’s 
changed there. In fact, this year’s event 

was even bigger than normal. What was a 
little different though was the venue. 

Traditionally Japfest took place down in 
the deepest, darkest West Country. But, 
having all but outgrown its previous home, 
this year the organisers had to fi nd something 
not only bigger and better, but also more 

central to the UK. Only one place would do. 
The world-famous Silverstone Circuit. 

This was something of a risk. You don’t 
exactly hire out the legendary F1 venue for a 
couple of quid and a packet of pork 
scratchings. But it all paid off big time!

With well over 20,000 people hitting the 
show and none of the usual traffi c problems, 
it was something of a masterstroke and we 
have no doubt that the event will continue 
to grow even bigger over the coming years.

This S15 goes sideways 
better than a crab
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Just the usual FC 
car culture variety 

A full feature 
on Ashley’s Stunning 

Soarer is coming soon

Bobby Proctor’s GTR 
is a masterpiece

Robin’s rare Datsun 
180B Bluebird

Tom Shaw’s NFG 
Nissan PS13

Fast Car Stand
It just wouldn’t be Japfest without the Fast Car stand. And our very own Slim Jules took a break from having 
his feet up (you cheeky bastard – Jules) to do some work and bring you the very best of our past, present 
and future feature cars. One thing he wasn’t expecting though, was to have a big part of the stand placed on 
grass, so fair play to all the guys who actually had a crack at getting up there at silly o’clock in the morning. 
Yep, even though we have a particular fondness for motors that are absolutely on the deck, plenty managed 
to get on the grass including Tom Shaw in what has to be the lowest static dropped PS13 ever. He actually put 
some of the fellas with bags to shame along the way proving you don’t always need active suspension to get 
over obstacles – you just need a serious no-fear attitude!

The selection of motors came from everything we love about the Japanese cars scene, including the 
serious power of the Zealou5 Skylines and drift madness of Boyden Barlow’s Silvia to the more subtle retro 
chic of Ashley Squire’s 1987 Soarer and some proper posh mods from Nick Weallean’s Lexus IS200. There 
was a whole lot more besides too. Just check out this lot… 

FC DISPLAY CARS:
Craig Ward Nissan Silvia
Tom Shaw Nissan PS13
Brad Hacker Nissan GT-R
Bobby Proctor Nissan Skyline R32 GTR
Parag Porobo Honda Rukus Bike
Vince Knight Nissan Silvia
Leigh Cornish Honda Delsol
Philip Egan Nissan Elgrand Rider S
Robert Mitchell Honda CR-Z GT
Lauren Ormston Honda Civic
Robert Holland Honda Civic EP3 Type R
Nick Wealleans Lexus IS200
Jay James Subaru Impreza
Ellie Lask Honda Civic
Nino Parello Nissan 370Z
Boyden Barlow Nissan Silvia
Mark Bystron Honda Civic
Shawn Preece Toyota Supra
Shane Dyson Toyota Celica GT4
Robin Whitfi eld Datsun 180B Bluebird
Ashley Squires Toyota Soarer GT (GZ20) 1987
Charley Pollock Mitsubishi Colt
Will Small Nissan R33 GTR

Jay’s Scooby will be 
getting a full feature too

Vince drove 
his S15 to 
Japfest with 
only 4th gear! 
True hero
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The National Circuit 
was busy all day

Classic rivalries were tested

That’s a long way to go for 
Fujiwara’s Tofu delivery

Track Action
Japfest has always been known for its crazy track 
shenanigans, but now it’s at Silverstone, the home 
of British motorsport, we saw more awesome action 
than ever before. Apart from the Jap-only public track 
time, which always introduces some of the Europe’s 
maddest street and track weapons, this year also saw 
the Drift Kings competition, where the elite of European 
pro-drifters fought it out for the crown. Sponsored 
by Toyo Tyres, it drew the best of the best and even 
offered a £1,000 prize to the winner. But what’s 
awesome to see is that every single driver promised 
that the money would go straight to charity instead of 
their back pocket. What’s more, instead of adhering 
to strict judging conditions, the drivers also decided 
to throw out the rulebook, taking on the track as they 
saw fi t to provide the best public spectacle possible. 
In the end though, there could only be one winner and 
the title of Drift King 2016 was taken by Matt Carter of 
Team Japspeed. 

Club Life
Club stands are always (and always will be) the back-
bone of the event and, as usual, every part of Japanese 
car culture was catered for. From the brand-spanking 
new, to those with a distinct old-skool fl avour, there 
were literally thousands of your very own rides to 
check out on the day. The standard of metal on display 
was testament to every modifying buff and there was 
defi nitely something to inspire everyone, no matter 
what your tastes. The trophy for best club stand, as 
chosen by the Japfest organisers, went to the Mk4 
Supra Club for their sweet collection of, erm, 
Mk4 Supras. (No shit – Jules).  

The Drift King; 
Matt Carter
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Retail Village
One of the most important 
parts of any show is the 
trade area. After all it’s 
not just David Dickinson 
who loves to grab a 
bargain Bobby Dazzler. 
This sort of stuff is the 
reason credit cards were 
invented, right?

With plenty of space 
in the sprawling paddock 
of Silverstone, this year 
saw more trade stands 
than ever before – most 
putting up some simply 
unbelievable show deals. 
Big names such as Apex 
Performance, Scorpion 
Exhausts, Mishimoto, 
Kode Performance, Rota 
wheels and SamcoSport 
joined the lineup offering 
some of the world’s 
finest parts and services. 
If your wallet wasn’t 
considerably lighter on 
the way out, you must 
have been packing some 
serious willpower!

Show and Shine 
One of our personal highlights had to be checking out the perfectly 
buffed selection of motors in the show and shine. This year the 
competition was sponsored and judged by detailing experts Nippon 
Shine, so there was plenty of JDM kudos to play for.  

With so many super-clean rides to choose from, picking a winner 
wasn’t a task we envied either. But in the end a week’s worth of 
intense valeting paid off for James Burnett and his R34 GTR. It’s 
amazing to think that it’s only actually been in the country for two 
months. He must have spent most of that time cleaning the bugger! 

Happy Anniversary!
What with 2016 being the 25th birthday of the Mazda RX-7, the 
organisers thought it only appropriate to bring in a huge display 
of over 70 modified FDs. Sponsored by Essex Rotary, we saw the 
famous Wankel engine in just about every state of tune. There were 
even a few that had ditched the rotary in favour of the odd tweaked 
Nissan SR20. Some may call that sacrilege. We call it awesomeness. 
Either way, we can’t believe the RX is 25 years old already. Mental!
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Go next year… 
Seeing as this year’s event attracted 
more of Europe’s Jap fans than ever 
before, we’re pretty sure it won’t be 
going back out west any time soon and 
Silverstone will continue to be the home 
of the UK’s number one Japanese event. 
What we do know is next year’s event 
will be at the end of April and you’ll need 
to keep an eye on www.japfest.co.uk for 
upcoming details. If you can’t wait that 
long Japfest Rock is on the 26th of June 
at Rockingham. We’ll see you there!

Hot Wheels
One thing that’s perhaps changed the face of the Jap 
scene over the last few years is the inclusion of super-
posh multi-piece wheels alongside the more traditional 
lightweight racing hoops. It’s defi nitely a part of car 
culture that both the Jap cars and the Euro fellas are 
sharing more and more. In any case, no one quite 
knows their super-spanky hoops like Wheel Whores 
and that’s why they spent the whole day scouring 
every display for their coveted Best Wheels trophy. With 
around 4,000 cars (that’s 16,000 rims, not including 
the spares) to ponder, it must have been hard work. 
We’re glad we just got to sit back and watch! The 
award eventually went to Nino Parello’s 370Z which we 
featured last month and is now packing these stunning 
copper Avant Garde 20s. Stunning!

Nino Parello’s 370Z of 
FC feature fame won Best 
Wheels for its copper AGs!

James Cowley owns the 
best S2000 in the UK. Fact!
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI EVO X WORDS JARKLE PHOTOGRAPHY MIKE KUHN

IT MIGHT BE WIDE, MEAN AND ABLE OF 
PACKING A POWERFUL PUNCH. BUT IT’S THE 
WHITE LEATHER INTERIOR THAT REALLY SETS 
DEVAN SHIELDS’ EVO X APART

X
-W

IN
G
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI EVO X

I
n a world where 300-plus-bhp hot hatches, with four wheel 
drive, differentials trick enough to make Einstein nod in 
approval and enough electronics to send a man to the moon, 
it’s all too easy to forget just how bonkers the likes of the 
Mitsubishi Evo and the Subaru Impreza really were. 

Twenty or so years ago the performance car market was 
a much simpler, more regimented affair. If you wanted to go quickly, 
you needed a Porsche or a Ferrari, a hot hatch at a push. The 
former were pricey and exclusive, the latter were fun, sure, but 
hardly the most complete of cars. And almost all were front wheel 
drive. Then, thanks to their respective manufacturers’ desire 
to win in the WRC, the Evo and the Impreza came along and 
chucked the performance motor rulebook out of the window in 
unceremonious fashion. Bringing with them turbocharged, all-wheel 
drive performance and making it available to the masses. We’ve 
never looked back. 

The passing of the last two decades have seen the Evo move 
away from the rally-bred weapon image it once traded on, and this 
is largely down to the efforts of aftermarket tuners and passionate 
owners, Devan Shields being a case in point. She bought the car 
just under four years ago, days after her 18th birthday. At the time it 
was a stock, 30,000 mile car that appeared to have led a pampered 
life. So pretty much ideal and one hell of a birthday present, we’re 
sure you’ll agree. 

“I was just eight when the Evo VIII was introduced to the US, 
and my dad’s friend at the time bought a wicked white one. I fell 
in love instantly and had fun getting my hands dirty and helping with Red is the colour

the build and learning about cars along the way, so it really did 
have a big impact on what I wanted to do with my own Evo when 
I fi nally got it.”

The stock Evo didn’t remain so for very long. Devan evidently 
felt that Mitsubishi’s fi nest wasn’t quite wide enough for her tastes 
and deciding to do something about it, pronto. Making Evos 
‘girthier’ is something of an American strong suit, as we’ve featured 

“I fell in love instantly. And had 
fun getting my hands dirty”
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Devan decided the stock Mitsi 
wasn’t wide enough...
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI EVO X

a number of cars with various kits over the last few years. True as 
this might be, it doesn’t mean that we’re in any way tired of seeing 
them, particularly when they end up looking as straight up brilliant 
as Devan’s car. The Varis Ultimate Widebody Spec D kit, high rise 
rear wing and rear bumper now grafted to the Evo X don’t just look 
cool though. They allow Devan to run those timeless Watercooled 
CC10 alloys, a hefty 12.5x19-inches all round. And all coated in 
a thin sliver of Falken rubber. 

“The bodywork was the most daunting and time consuming part 
of the build, no question about it,” she says. “I started out by pulling 
and teasing the stock arches out as far as I could, just far enough to 
fi t the wheels. The downside to this was that it ended up looking like 
a bit of an eyesore, though luckily the wide body kit covered it up!”

The somewhat snaggle-toothed arches might’ve been hidden 
from view by the addition of the Varis gear (out of sight, out of 
mind), but this still left Devan with a multicoloured Evo. It was time 
for paint, with a number of hues, tones and shades considered 
in depth before Devan fi nally plumped for the deep red you see on 
the car now, a colour that really helps highlight the sheer width of 
the aforementioned kit. 

The engine side of things progressed swiftly, Devan evidently 
deciding to go all out at once in order to net as much power as 
possible. The Evo X’s motor is hardly short of fi repower in factory 
form, but it’s also undeniable that relatively simple, bolt-on 
parts can take things to the next level, hence why the car now 
features a Moore Automotive custom intake and intercooler piping, 
and an ETS 3.5in intercooler and ETS Extreme V2 straight pipe. 
It might not sound like much, but it’s enough hardware to imbue 
this Evo with the kind of power that’s traditionally been the sole 
preserve of supercars. 

“Engine wise, it was mainly an all at once sort of build. I wanted 
it to be balanced overall though, so just enough pull for a daily 
driver but not eating my bank account at a gas station.” 

We should probably take the time to highlight the interior of this 
particular car. Partly as it’s so special and partly as it’s Devan’s 
favourite aspect of the car. 

“White is a colour most people are understandably hesitant 
about going for when it comes to automotive interiors,” muses 
Devan. “I’ve no regrets though, as I think it looks great and have 
even found the white leather pretty easy to keep clean and tidy.”

So what’s the name of this 
nightclub again?
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DEVAN SHIELDS 
Hey Devan. Nice car. 
But tell us, why did you 
decide to tune it? 

“Why wouldn’t you tune an 
Evo? It’s pretty much what 
they were built for.”

Fair point. Do you have any 
more plans for the car 
coming up, or is it pretty 
much fi nished now? 

“The car will never be 
fi nished, not completely. 
The future holds a brand 
new build, a complete 
overhaul. DSG Performance 
will be helping me in fi nding 
the rarest parts along the 
way, just as they always 
have done.”

One contented car owner

“It has the kind of power traditionally 
the sole preserve of supercars”
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HOT RIDE:  MITSUBISHI EVO X TECH SPEC: MITSI EVO X

TUNING
1998cc FB11 with stock internals, head and cams; 
uprated fuel system with enlarged injectors; powder-
coated white Moore Automotive custom intake and 
intercooler piping; ETS 3.5in intercooler and ETS 
Extreme V2 straight pipe from header; remapped 
Mitsubishi ECU .

CHASSIS
BC Racing BR coilovers; AutoPower front four-
point anti-roll bar; rebuilt brakes with aftermarket 
pads; 12.5x19in Watercooled CC10 3P alloys with 
275/35x19 Falken tyres.

STYLING
Varis Ultimate Widebody Spec D bodykit; Varis high 
rise GT wing; rear bumper and boot; Seibon OEM 
carbon bonnet; respray in deep red.

INTERIOR
Status Racing fi xed back carbon seats in white 
leather with black/red fi ve-point harnesses; custom 
Boost Therapy rear seat delete; Words Bell hub 
and quick release steering wheel boss; limited 
edition Slammedenuff white steering wheel; Coors 
Light beer tap gearknob. 

THANKS
DSG Performance for helping me source all the 
rare parts!

Again, a white leather interior on a car like this Evo shouldn’t 
work, mainly as the very idea of it brings to mind images of the 
1980s, Miami Vice and Ferrari Testarossas (no bad thing in our 
book). And yet it does. It works so well that it might just be our 
favourite part of the car, and that’s no mean achievement in a car 
that’s as stuffed with cool touches as this. 

The outcome to all of this is one stonking Evo, a Mitsubishi that 
spits in the face of conventional wisdom and comes out trumps 
because of it. Power? Check. Poise? Check. Wipe clean interior? 
You bet. Road presence? Oh hell yes. Several feet worth of 
aftermarket width either side will do that. It might not be up Tommi 
Mäkinen’s street, but we think Devan’s Evo X leads the way. 

Va va boom
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Tested by Midge
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IT’S NOT JUST ‘WAX ON, WAX OFF’ LIKE IN 
KARATE KID. THE WAX ITSELF MATTERS A GREAT 

DEAL. BUT WHICH IS THE BEST?

Y
ou hear people banging on about 
how important last stage products 
are for protecting your paintwork in 
winter. And they’re right. They are. 

The thing is though, plenty tend to neglect  
the summer months, forgetting that protection 
is absolutely vital here too. 

Look at it like this. Pigeons will still happily 
take a dump on your car if it’s the middle of 

July – they won’t be crossing their little  
legs until November. And you can’t exactly 
guarantee tropical heat here in the UK at  
the best of times either.  

As waxes remain the most popular of LSPs, 
we’ve got six of the best on the market for a 
good old-fashioned group test. It should sort 
out what’s what, just in time for the impending 
sunshine. Fingers crossed it’s coming.

6 OF THE BEST – WAXES
THE TEST
Our metallic blue test Mini was  
perfect base car to show exactly how 
these products perform. It’s worth 
remembering though, as well as helping 
to add a deep gloss and a sweet 
reflective surface, wax is primarily a 
sacrificial layer applied to protect your 
paint. In fact, the only way to achieve  
a professional result is to be meticulous 
in the cleaning and prep stages, before 
you even think about applying any LSP. 
Our test car was thoroughly cleaned, 
machine polished and treated to a 
solvent wipe down to prepare the surface 
for the best possible bonding. After that, 
we gave the waxes a panel each to see 
what they could do…   



POWER MAXED TYPHOON
£34.99 (150ml)

FC says: This one is most likely the best 
smelling wax on the market (sherbet lemons, 
in case you were wondering). It’s also the only 
wax we’ve ever heard of that’s formulated to 
be safe to use in direct sunlight. Made from 
a blend of carnauba and bees wax, it’s a 
small pot but it seems to go a long, long way. 
Typhoon is reasonably hard, but melts quickly, 
spreads evenly and comes off nicely. Good 
refl ections, great performance. 

Durability: ....................................3-4 months
Effort Involved: ........................................8/10 
Value For Money: ....................................7/10
Finish Shine: ............................................8/10

www.powermaxed.com

BRITEMAX VANTAGE
£39.99 (236ml)

FC says: Vantage has been around for a 
while now and it always gets a big thumbs 
up for its ease of use. Even though it’s a 
reasonably hard wax with a high carnauba 
content, it spreads effortlessly and is probably 
the easiest to take off of all the products in 
this test. It’s coconut scented (apparently), 
but has a distinct, and not overly unpleasant, 
chemical aroma. That’s probably because it’s 
packed full of polymers for a serious depth 
of shine and wet look fi nish. This one certainly 
delivers a great result. 

Durability: ....................................3-4 months
Effort Involved: ........................................9/10
Value For Money: ....................................8/10
Finish Shine: ............................................8/10

www.britemax-direct.co.uk

AUTO FINESSE ESSENCE
£44.95 (200ml)

FC says: It’s pretty easy to see why Essence 
is one of the market leaders, especially on the 
show scene. Made up of 40-percent carnauba 
wax with a load of synthetic polymers and 
gloss intensifying oils, it’s a truly soft, buttery 
wax that spreads quickly and easily. The 
residue buffs off effortlessly too, making it 
a pleasure to use. The results speak for 
themselves here – heaps of added warmth, 
loads of depth and crisp, bright refl ections. 
It’s top notch.  

Durability: ....................................3-4 months
Effort Involved: ........................................9/10
Value For Money: ....................................8/10
Finish Shine: ............................................9/10

www.autofi nesse.co.uk

FCTEST: SUMMER SHINE SPECIAL
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Best
All Round



VALETPRO MAD WAX
£14.99 (250ml)

FC says: They certainly got the name right. 
We’re not quite sure how they even make a 
profi t with this stuff! It’s not just amazing value, 
because it’s relatively cheap, either. You get 
a lot of it, even though it doesn’t take much 
to achieve a deep, crisp gloss. Made up of 
montan wax (an alternative to carnauba), 
it’s actually more like an easy-to-use buttery 
spreading paste than a hard wax. We just 
can’t fault it.   

Durability: ....................................... 3 months
Effort Involved: ........................................8/10
Value For Money: ..................................10/10
Finish Shine: ............................................8/10

www.valetpro.eu 

SOFT99 FUSSO COAT
£19.99 (200ml)

FC says: There’s no doubt Fusso Coat is 
a fantastic product and that’s probably why 
it’s Japan’s best selling car wax. Bizarrely this 
super hard, fast-hazing formula takes the 
most effort of all the products to use (you 
really have to put your back into it to buff 
this stuff off). But it’s probably the best 
performing in terms of gloss, shine and 
refl ections. It also comes with its own foam 
applicator and a rubber-bottom tin that won’t 
scratch your paint should you leave it on the 
roof. It lasts forever too. 

Durability: ..................................... 12 months
Effort Involved: ........................................5/10
Value For Money: ....................................9/10
Finish Shine: ..........................................10/10

www.nipponshine.co.uk

BD CLEAN
£34.99 (100ml)

FC says: Another amazing-smelling offering 
here from BD Clean, and a pretty damn posh 
one in its little glass pot, too. This high-grade 
carnauba-based wax contains a shed load of 
rich, conditioning oils which make it soft to the 
touch and quick-melting. You don’t get loads 
here but luckily a little seems to spread forever. 
Easy to apply and not too hard to buff off, this 
one leaves a stunning, almost bottomless, 
glossy fi nish. A real touch of class. 

Durability: ....................................... 2 months
Effort Involved: ........................................7/10
Value For Money: ....................................6/10
Finish Shine: ............................................9/10

www.bdclean.co.uk 
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Best
Shine

Best
Value
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T
he humble VW Golf has carved 
itself out a place in the history 
of the automobile. The fi rst 
mainstream hatchback (yeah, 
we know there were a few less 

successful offerings beforehand), the fi rst 
successful hot hatch (cheers GTI), and the 
car that transformed VW from the slightly left 
fi eld manufacturer of ‘that weird Beetle thing,’ 
to the maker of precision engineered, 
aspirational products that are loved across 
the globe. Quite something for a single model 
range, but then the Golf has always been a 
fairly wide umbrella encompassing everything 
from base spec ‘cooking’ models, to estates, 
small saloons and cabriolets and many, many 
others. This means the Golf is now more 
than just a model. It’s a brand, an icon and 
the very foundation that all VW’s success has 
been built on. The Golf has legions of 
passionate followers and it’s no exaggeration 

to say that the tuning scene attached to this 
specifi c model dwarfs that enjoyed by most 
other manufacturers, hence the number that 
appear in the pages of this very publication.

The example you see here is owned by 
Bram Depraitere and, as you’ve almost 
certainly spotted, it’s a Mk6 Golf estate. 
Now we’re not going to pretend it’s the most 
hardcore of Golfs (that award probably goes 
to Forge Motorsport’s Berg Cup Mk1). But 
it’s a brilliant example of how easy it is to build 
a tuned, fairly highly modifi ed car and still end 
up with something perfectly useable as a daily 
driver. Wind back 20 or so years ago and 
this simply wouldn’t have been possible. 
Want a powerful, chipped and tuned 
Mk3 Golf? Sure, though you’d best have 
something a little less temperamental to use 
to haul yourself to and from work! 

“I had a Mk5 GTI before this and it was a 
brilliant car. I loved how it drove and how it 

looked,” says Bram. “It became clear I 
needed more space though, hence the 
decision to swap for a Golf estate.”

Bram admits he didn’t really intend to 
tweak or tune the car when he fi rst bought 
it just over three years ago. It was simply 
intended to be a reliable and economical daily 
driver. Thankfully any notions of the Golf 
retaining its Wolfsberg-set ride height were 
dispelled almost right away, and within eight 
weeks Bram had splashed out on an air 
suspension kit and a set of 19in RH two-
piece splits. 

These relatively subtle changes set the 
tone for the rest of the project, particularly as 
Bram is something of a wheel collector, with a 
number of high end rims having graced the 
Golf over the last few years including, some 
genuine Merc Alphards and a set of Bentley 
Continental GT alloys. “Wheels make or break 
a car, they’re the defi ning thing and picking 
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HOT RIDE: VW GOLF MK6

“Wheels make or break a car,” 
says Bram. And he’s right

WORDS JARKLE PHOTOGRAPHY KEVVE.BE

A Golf estate that 
proves there’s a lot 
more to the range than 
the ubiquitous GTIGolf Plus
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the right set for the right car is crucial. I’ve had 
loads of different styles on the Golf over the 
years, but RH splits are probably my favourite 
and I reckon they’ll stay on for a while yet.”

At the heart of this latest purchase was one 
of VW’s well liked (well, until relatively recently 
at any rate) 2.0 TDI motors, a range of engines 
that’s done more than most to convince the 
world performance and diesel economy don’t 
have to be mutually exclusive. These engines 
are hardly stressed in standard guise and have 
a lot left to give, so treating them to a remap is 
a worthwhile way of spending cold hard cash. 

A stage 2 remap from DVX Performance 
(plus the necessary deletion of the DPF and 
addition of aftermarket induction kit) has left 
Bram’s Golf with a very handy 200bhp, plus 
buckets of torque. 

“The car was never intended to be 
massively powerful and uncompromising,” 
he says. “It’s a daily driver at the end of the 
day, but the remap has made a big difference. 
It’s a lot more responsive and the torque is just 
brilliant.” VW have always had a knack for 
fl ogging a bewildering array of models and 
specifi cations, to the extend that there’s 

guaranteed to be a Golf to suit your specifi c 
need. The upside is that there’s no shortage of 
OEM+ upgrades up for grabs and it didn’t 
take long for Bram to start pillaging the upper 
reaches of the Golf range, starting with that 
GTI Edition 35 front bumper and R20 skirts. 
He’s also sourced and fi tted a GTI front grille 
and pulled the front wheel arches out by a few 
millimetres, to give the beefy 9.5x18-inch 
wheels that bit of extra clearance. 

Jump inside and you won’t be surprised 
to see that the OEM+ theme has continued 
apace, Bram evidently deciding that the 
standard kit wasn’t quite up to scratch and 
opting to do something about it. Okay, so the 
latest generation of Golfs come fully fi tted with 
fairly plush, well designed interior fi xtures and 
fi ttings. But the gear offered in the GTI is 
defi nitely a cut above and of a higher quality. 

“There’s a lot of stuff to choose from 
interior-wise and it took me a while to decide 
what I wanted. But in the end I went for 
Highline Alcantara seats, had the rest of the 
interior re-trimmed in Alcantara to match, 
found and fi tted a GTI wheel and pedals and 
replaced the stock bulbs with white LEDs.”

So there we have it. One of the best diesel 
Golfs around. Like we said, Bram’s car isn’t 
the most extreme, powerful or hardcore, but it 
was never intended to be. What it is, is a 
brilliant all rounder, a car Bram can jump in at 
anytime and be confi dent it’ll fi re fi rst time and 
get him to his destination, all while looking 
subtly aggressive and unique. 

HOT RIDE: VW GOLF MK6
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Highline Alcantara seats

Wait, is that a stormtrooper in there?



BRAM DEPRAITERE  
So Bram, why pick the Golf as a base 
for your project?

“The VW scene is big over here and 
I’ve always been a fan of these cars 
and how they look. It made a lot of 
sense to stick with the manufacturer 
when I had to sell up and move on 
from the Mk5 GTI.”

What’s been the trickiest part of 
the build?  

“Getting the OEM+ parts wasn’t 
exactly cheap, particularly the GTI 
stuff, as it’s all so new. Though most 
of the build went really smoothly.” 
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TECH SPEC: MK6 GOLF
TUNING 
2.0TDIi DOHC 16v with DPF delete; performance 
induction kit; Stage 2 DVX remap.

CHASSIS
GAS V1 air suspension setup with bags and control 
unit, OEM brake setup; 9.5x18in RF split rims 
with 2.25in (front) and 2.75in (rear) dishes, 
215/35x18 tyres.

STYLING
Golf Mk6 wagon with OE paintwork and GTI xenon 
headlights; GTI Edition 35 shaved front bumper, 
GTI grille with GTD badge, grilles, bumper lip; VW 
emblems all painted gloss black; R20 side skirts;
rear wiper delete; OEM chrome roof rails; Inpro 
smoked mirror indicators; pulled and rolled front 
wheel arches (15mm).

INTERIOR
Highline Alcantara seats; Golf 6 R-Schalensitze 
retrimmed in full Alcantara with white covers on 
the back of the seats; Golf 6 GTI steering wheel 
and pedals; stock halogen interior bulbs replaced 
by white LEDs; RNS510 VW sound system.  

THANKS
Jochen Tack from T&S for offering a perfect service 
for my air ride over the past few years; my good 
friends from Dub Fiction (UK based club). We are 
having great times doing European shows together. 
They also support me and keep me motivated, 
even when bad luck strikes or when things are 
not going too well.

Take a seat? Don’t 
mind if we do...

Looks a bit of all white to us





fresh kit
NEW GEAR FROM THE BIG WIDE WORLD OF CAR CULTURE, LAAAAVLY!

Bola B8R
Sizes: 8.5 and 9.5x18 
 8.5 and 9.5x19
PCDs: Any 5x98-5x120
Offsets: ET25-45
Finishes: Candy Red, Candy 

Blue, Matt Black, 
Matt Gunmetal, 
Gloss Titanium, 
Silver Brushed, 
Silver Polished

fresh kit
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This crazy new addition to the Bola CCR 
(Concave Convex R) range boasts many 
things, including being the most concave, 
mesh design 18-incher on the market right 
now. Like the other Bola wheels, it also has 
their trademark PCD Pockets, meaning it 
can also be custom drilled to any fi ve-stud 
PCD from 5x98 to 5x120 without the need 
for an ugly bolt-on centre cap. And that 
alone opens up a massive amount of 
modding potential. Put it like this. As long 
as you’ve got the arches to accommodate 

their girth, there’s only a handful of large 
or mid-sized motors on the planet they 
can’t make ‘em fi t. There’s not many, if any, 
other cast wheels that can boast that. 

The design is pretty special too. By 
using a whole load of clever undercutting 
on the classic mesh face, these are 
substantially lighter than any other 
comparable wheel out there – although 
you’ll be glad to know all this extra work 
hasn’t bumped up the price. The money 
side remains absolutely spot on.  

The most obvious thing about these 
super-sexy hoops though, is the choice 
of off-the-shelf fi nishes they keep in stock. 
With seven different colours (including 
a couple of sweet candys), it’s almost as 
if they’re full-on custom fi nished rims, just 
without the price. 

Bolt on a set of these and there’s plenty 
out there who’ll be fooled into thinking 
you’ve just spent the last week getting 
busy with the paint gun. We like that a lot.
www.bolawheels.co.uk 

BOLA B8R, From £660 (set)



FRESH KIT
There’s no doubt huge, multi-piece 
hoops hold a rather large place in 
our hearts but there’s plenty of times 
when your motor may suit something 
a bit more on the teenie weeny side. 
It’s obviously something of a Billy 
Bonus when they come in at the sort 
of price offered on these thoroughly 
old skool X04s from Rota too! 

Yep, it’s defi nitely been a while 
since we’ve had such an awesome 
looking set of 15s in the FC offi ce but 
there’s no denying the sheer kudos 
factor here gives some of the larger 
wheels on the market a proper run 
for their money. 

Based on a classic Jap 4-spoke 
design, and only available as 
8x15-inchers, with some sweetly-
stretched 165/45s the fi tment is spot 
on for plenty of smaller motors out 
there in both the Jap and Euro 
camps. Lupos, MX5s, Civics and Polos 
immediately spring to mind but, with 
some seriously fat track rubber, 
there’s a whole lot more cars that 
could benefi t from this sort of retro 
fl avour. We’re loving the mental zero 
offset and choice of colour
combos too. 
www.rarerims.co.uk

ROTA X04
Sizes: ....... 8x15-inch
PCD: .........4x100, 4x108
Offset: ......ET0
Finishes: ..Red, Gunmetal, Silver (centres)
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ROTA X04, £550

POWER MAXED SUMMER 
JACKET, £12.99
This clever new nano sealant is 
designed specifi cally for the 
warmer months and, used neat, 
offers extreme protection for your 
whole motor – paint, glass, wheels, 
rubber – the chuffi n’ lot! What’s 
more (after the initial application) 
this stuff can be diluted creating a 
top up layer of nano protection that 
lasts for a whole 12-months. This 
little 500ml bottle can also be used 
to make up to 10-litres of rinse aid 
too. Now, that’s what we call 
versatile! Love it.
www.powermaxed.com

JAPSPEED ALLOY RADS, FROM £80
If the recent unpredictable weather is anything 
to go by it’s probably snowing in early June 
when you’re reading this but, even so, here in 
the mid-May heatwave we’re all sitting here 
absolutely sweating our bollocks off! It 
certainly makes you think what the hot 
weather is doing to the cooling system on your 
motor though, especially if it happens to be a 
tuned Japanese street monster and you’re 
partial to getting the hammer down. Luckily 
Japspeed are now offering some simply silly 
prices on a huge range of high-fl ow alloy rads 
that give around 40-percent greater cooling 
than your OEM item. Grab ‘em now while 
they’re hot (you mean cool – Jules).  
www.japspeed.co.uk
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EIBACH CORSA E VXR KIT, FROM £20 (PRO-ALIGNMENT) 
There’s no denying the latest Corsa VXR is a sweet handling bit of 
kit and, judging by the popularity of the whole VXR range over the 
past few years, it’s bound to be a bona fi de modding icon pretty 
damn soon… if it’s not already! 

Still, that hasn’t stopped the suspension masters at Eibach from 
getting stuck in and improving the handling further with a 
comprehensive range of gear for the little Griffi n-badged terror. As 
you’d expect there’s their award-winning Sportline spring kit, along 
with Pro-Spacers and a Pro-Alignment camber kit on offer, but 
what’s also interesting is that the VXR has warranted a full-on 
Pro-Street-S coilover kit to be added to their range too. In the world 
of impeccably-engineered chassis mods, that’s actually something of 
an honour!  
www.eibach.com

AIR LIFT SUBARU STI, £TBA
Got the cash for a brand spanking new Subaru WRX? Well, as you’re 
obviously all right for a few quid, you’ll also be wanting one of these 
then. This new, direct replacement kit from Air Lift Performance gives 
the new WRX and STI around 5-inches of drop at the push of a button 
and is available with a choice of their stupidly clever 3P or 3H 
management systems. With 30-stage adjustable damping on the 
monotube shocks it also gives hugely improved, not to mention 
infi nitely tweakable, handling performance without sacrifi cing 
practicality. If the Yanks have taught us anything about the modern 
Scoobys it’s that, just because they’re supposed to be rally cars, it 
doesn’t mean you can’t have a killer stance too. Love it!
www.airliftperformance.com 

DIRENZA E90 BMW MANIFOLD, £330
Our Jules loves telling us how plenty of the cool kids are switching 

their weapon of choice (that and most of it is down to him – Initial G) to 
something from the Bavarian Motor Works but, as much as it pains us 

to say it, the big man may have a point. 
The E90 3 Series is a great example, they still look and feel like a 

modern motor but were actually launched way back in 2004, making 
the early models 12-years old! In fact, you can pick up one of these for a 

little as a couple of grand nowadays and best of all, that means the 
mods are now coming thick and fast, driving down prices there too. 

Just check out this new T304 stainless steel manifold from Direnza for 
starters. Designed for the E90 320i it maximises the gas fl ow for instant 

BHP and torque gains throughout the entire rev range. It also has a 
couple of built-in 200CPI sports cats to keep Mr MoT man happy. That 
means more grunt and it’s 100-percent street legal - you can’t argue 

with that kind of value for money!   
www.direnza.co.uk 

NANKANG AR-1 TYRE,
FROM £75
The name of this new track day boot may 
sound worryingly like some sort of 
machine gun (no mate, you’re thinking of 
an AR-15 assault rifl e – Initial G) and it 
certainly looks just as hardcore. The 
really unbelievable thing with these 
super-sticky track tyres though is the 
prices and we’ve no doubt that’ll make 
them super-popular for a spot of summer 
circuit action. Available in a range of 13 
to 18-inch sizes, with quite a few more 
on the way, even though they look 
absolutely bonkers they’re also E 
approved for road use. Always handy. 
www.nankangtyre.co.uk

VALETPRO PURPLE
PASSION, £13
Obviously show season has well and 
truly started so this new gloss-
enhancing paint cleanser should go 
down a treat over the next few months. 
Designed to be used prior to waxing 
(either by hand or with a DA) it removes 
light marring, contaminates and 
oxidation from any painted surface 
ready for a true spot of summer shine. 
It’ll also improve the bonding surface for 
those essential protective waxes and 
sealants. The name sounds a bit rude, 
but the performance will make you grin 
even more.
www.valetpro.eu
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Lifestyle
TRIAD SYNDICATE 2 DRIFT 
TRIKE, £399
Been to any of this season’s events? If 
the answer is yes, then you’ll know that 
you can’t walk for more than three 
yards without some nutter sliding past 
you on one of these mental bastids. The 
thing is though, you’ve just got to love 
‘em and it comes as no surprise that 
drift trikes are starting to become a 
worldwide phenomenon. 

Still, the big news is that Triad, the 
Australian manufacturer of the world’s 
fi rst production 
trike, are back with a brand-new 
fl agship model, the Syndicate 2. 

Available in a range of colours, this 
one is billed as the most technologically 
advanced trike on the market. 
Featuring a whole load of anodised 
upgrades along with a lightweight 6061 
aluminium frame, a proper Tektro disc 
brake and even the fi rst purpose-built 
drift wheels (with replaceable PVC 
sleeves) on the planet. Basically this is 
the spec’d-up daddy of them all. Ready 
to slide? Too right you are!
www.driftking.co.uk

THE GAME CHANGER, £385
One of the best things about all the modern 

drift trikes is that they can be easily modifi ed 
with a huge selection of performance 

upgrades. That said, this kit has to be the 
craziest mod ever. It’s offi cially the world’s 

fastest front-end. Developed by JR Drift Trikes, 
this bolt-on system is specifi cally designed to 
take the top speed of your trike from around 
15mph to a neck-breaking 50mph. No wonder 

they call it the Game Changer! 
If you actually fancy doing that sort of speed 
on one of these buggers, we’re not sure you’ll 

ever fi t in seat, because of your enormous 
trouser spuds. But it’s nice to know it can

be done.  
www.driftking.co.uk

NIXON STAR WARS BACKPACKS, FROM £110 
Star Wars Day, May the Fourth (be with you – Initial G), was earlier in the 
month and to celebrate Nixon added a whole load of sweet new designs 
to their acclaimed Light Side vs Dark Side Collection. 

Inspired by everyone’s favourite intergalactic saga, as always their 
new wallet and watch range was their main focus (probably because 
that’s what pays the bills). But we’re still glad to see there were also some 
other proper gems thrown in to the mix. Just check out this selection of 
top-notch backpacks for starters. Can you spot the characters they’re 
designed around? That’s some serious geek-chic right there! 
www.nixon.com
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Light Side or Dark Side, make your choice

WRAPS TALK HEADPHONES, £20
We bought you the very fi rst Classic Wraps 
headphones a few months ago and their 
innovative, British design has since become 
so successful the guys at Wraps have quickly 
decided to launch a whole new range. 

Half headphones, half fashion items, these 
new Talk Plugs are designed to be worn around 
your wrist when not in use just like the 
originals. They come with one key difference 
though – an integrated microphone making 
them perfect for use with your smartphone. 

As you can see, they’re also available in a 
range of colours to enhance just about any 
ensemble out there… except our Julian’s 
questionable shirt and shoe combos of course. 
You can’t expect miracles.  
www.mywraps.com

TOUGH-COPTER, £60
You’ve gotta be a pretty depressed individual 
not to love an RC helicopter. But how many of 

you have actually got your mitts on one, taken it 
for a quick spin and immediately smashed your 

new toy to shit? We know we have. Many a 
chopper has been destroyed around the FC 

offi ce (along with just about everything else). 
Anyway, that’s where Tough-Copter comes in. 

With a built-in gyro-stabiliser, it’s actually pretty 
easy to fl y, more like a drone than a traditional 
helicopter. But should things get out of control 

you can crash it, drop it or bend it and still sleep 
safe in the knowledge it’ll actually work for more 

than seven seconds after you’ve opened the 
bastard. Now there’s a novel idea. 

www.maplin.co.uk
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detailing test
detailing test

TESTED BY MIDGE

The product
After application Glaco promises to resist friction, dust and cleaning 
solutions for up to a year. This shows some pretty serious Japanese 
engineering because most products of this type only last for a month or 
two at most. The hardwearing nature comes from the fact that the 
actual liquid is comprised of a state-of-the-art fl uorine-based formula 
(PAT-P) that creates an ultra hard coating not unlike a high-end nano 
paint sealant. 

Initially what’s most obvious though is the way they’ve made 
application so straightforward. The packaging is cleverly designed like a 
liquid-shoe polish applicator meaning you simply give it a squeeze to 
soak the pad, wipe it across your screen and wait for 10 minutes (for it 
to haze) before buffi ng it off with a soft cloth. It really is that easy.

Midge’s verdict
It’s actually amazing the amount of difference this stuff makes, it’s no wonder they sell it by the truck-load in 
the far east or that it’s favoured by race teams all over the world. 

In terms of product performance, it beads off water effectively, in fact for the most part you can get away 
with not using your wipers at all, especially on the motorway. The water just fl ings off over the roof with the 
slip stream of air passing over the car, it’s one of those things you have to see to believe.

What also sets Glaco Ultra aside is the ease of application and the fact that a little goes a seriously long 
way. I’d estimate one pack would last at least 3-4 years on a single car. That’s great value for such a top 
performing product.
In a nutshell: stupidly easy, extremely effective.
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It’s true to say that there aren’t too many detailing products 
that can be regarded as performance-orientated, not unless 
you’re delving into the world of creating a slippery, 
aerodynamic surface for rocket-powered hyper cars and land 
speed records - every little helps and all that.

Rain repellent though, is a genuine performance product 
and that’s for one simple reason – being able to see where 
you’re going always helps quite a lot, especially at speed. The 
idea is equally simple, to create a hydrophobic surface that 
beads off any water, hence improving vision. Perhaps that’s 
why this type of product has proved particularly popular for 
use on everything from helmet visors to windscreens on the 
professional racing circuit.  

Glaco Ultra is Japan’s best selling rain repellent product 
and, unlike most, it’s been specifi cally designed for the sort of 
extreme longevity we expect on road cars all the while 
keeping the same water-repellent performance as the stuff 
used in racing. With the world-famous British summer on its 
way, this product could prove a lifesaver.   

Glaco Ultra 
Rain Repellent

£16.99 (110ml )

www.nipponshine.com



AWESOME AUDIO
EDGE EDV12BA-E4 ACTIVE ENCLOSURE, £160
This bright orange beauty is so hot off the press the sample we’ve got here is actually 
the fi rst in the UK. Obviously this means two things - we not only have to (begrudg-
ingly) give it back, but it’s also an exclusive that you won’t see anywhere else.  

The entry-level EDGE brand has always been about getting maximum bang for your 
buck with a substantial range of solid (but surprisingly low-priced) audio kit. Offering 
some serious output and a price that just can’t be ignored, this new active enclosure 
simply follows that philosophy to the letter. 

What’s equally interesting though is exactly how they get a truckload of extra bass 
from this all-in–one amplifi er, sub and enclosure combo. The secret is all down to some 
pretty clever engineering. 

A ‘bass refl ex’ enclosure is basically the posh term for a ported box and these are 
designed to give more output than a sealed item because you get the sound waves 
from both the front and the rear of the driver. What EDGE have done here though is 
engineered a special super-high effi ciency ‘slot’ port which offers much more sound 
pressure and less distortion than traditional port designs. In other words, the whole 
package is perfectly matched right down to the big hole in the front and that’s why 
this 300Watt driver can offer more bass than other 300Watt woofers in more 
traditional enclosures. And all this for just under £160. 

Basically speaking, unless you give Floyd Mayweather a few quid to smack you in 
the mush, there’s no way you’ll get more punch for the money. 
www.edgecaraudio.co.uk  

VIBE BLACKAIR 12D2 
BLACK EDITION WOOFER, £130

Speaking of getting some seriously powerful bass in your boot, if you’ve 
gone way beyond entry-level and you’re looking for an absolute monster 

– how about this awesome new Black Edition beastie from VIBE? 
The fl agship of their high-level BlackAir range, this expertly crafted 

12-incher will eat up a whopping 550Watts RMS, that’s around 1600Watts 
of peak power. In fact, with its 2-inch, 4 layer voice coil and all the 

trimmings, you’re gonna need 275Watts RMS just to get that hardcore 
poly-glass cone moving! Clearly only serious bass heads need apply. 

www.vibeaudio.co.uk 

TOP FEATURES:
• 12-INCH DRIVER
• BUILT-IN 

MATCHED 
AMPLIFIER 

• BASS REFLEX 
ENCLOSURE 

• 300WATTS RMS 
(900 WATTS PEAK)

• 14.8X16.3X14.8-
INCHES
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Thousands of Cars on Display!
The infield at Donington Park will be covered in a sea of cars 
during the Fast Car Festival weekend. Performance machinery 
from across the globe will amass in extensive club display areas 
and themed paddocks! Whether you’re a fan of American Muscle, 
Italian Exotica, British Brawn, Japanese Tech or Germanic Grunt 
– you can see it all on display at the show. Part of a Car Club? If 
you and your club would like to attend the show, you can book 
your space online at thefastcarfestival.co.uk/club-tickets

Supercar Paddock
The roar of V8s, the whoosh of turbos and the wail of V12 engines 
will be in the air as the UK’s most comprehensive platform for 
supercar owners, Supercar Driver (SCD), takes centre stage at 
the show. 50 of the world’s finest supercars will be gathering 
including Maranello maker Ferrari with their F430, F12 and even 
the super rare, £2 million prototype FXX! German makers with 
three Audi R8s (V8 & V10), Stuttgart firms represented by BMW 
M4 and Z4M and Mercedes-Benz AMG GTS, SL65 AMG, SLK55 
AMG. There will also be stunning machines from British brands 
including an Ultima GTR, Aston Martin V8 and V12 Vantage, 
Lotus Esprit, Jaguar F-type R and McLaren. Plus, no super car 
display would be complete without some Lamborghinis! There’s 
plenty more too but we don’t want to spoil the surprise.

All-Weekend Track Action
Don’t miss mind-blowing demos throughout the day, including 
special lap runs from World renowned supercars and the guys at 

Pistonheads! There’s also public track time running throughout 
both days. Fancy taking your car on track? As long as it's road 
legal you’re free to enjoy yourself on the amazing Donington 
circuit. Track time starts is only £35 in advance and there’s specific 
sessions for novice, intermediate and advanced drivers - head 
to www.thefastcarfestival.co.uk to find out more and apply.

Featured Marque: Lotus
Legendary sports 
car maker, Lotus, 
will be honoured 
at the show. Lotus 
models are always 
the benchmark 
for other makers 
to match and they 
pride themselves on 
their motorsport heritage - it’s about time we celebrated this 
British brand! Don’t miss the Lotus Drivers’ Club who will be 
putting on a huge display of their members’ finest! Plus, the 
former F1 circuit will be ringing with the sounds of twin cams and 
tortured tyres as they take to the track in a Lotus only demo. 

Pistonheads
The Fast Car Festival is being supported by world renowned car 
fan portal, PistonHeads. The UK-based online petrolhead portal 
is not only hosting one of its famous ‘Sunday Services’ where 
PH members will gather by the hundreds, but there will be a ‘PH 
Metal’ display showcasing the very best cars that represent the 



Book online at www.thefastcarfestival.co.uk. Advanced tickets: £17*. Tickets on the gate: £22. *Booking Fee 
applies. FREE entry for TWO children aged 14 and under when accompanied by a paying adult, any additional 
children will be charged at £5 each. All attractions subject to change. Warning motorsport can be dangerous.

t h e f a s t c a r f e s t i v a l . c o . u k

Pistonheads way of life. The 
car display will feature 
specifically invited PH 
members rides of the very 
best quality. Whether 
it’s a hot hatch or a 
hyper car, you can be 
assured that it will be in 
jaw-dropping condition! 

Show & Shine
Get up close with some of the cleanest cars in the 
world in the Fast Car Festival’s Show & Shine arena! 
Whether it’s an impeccably-detailed rebuild, 
quarter-mile demon or a highly-tuned track 
weapon, you’re guaranteed to be impressed. 
Want to enter? If you own a tidy classic 
or an immaculate modern performance 
vehicle, then why not enter the competition 
and be in with the chance of winning a 
trophy? Head to www.thefastcarfestival.
co.uk to find out more and apply (entry 
deadline is Friday 1st July 2016).

Live Entertainment
Done with looking at cars for the day 
and want to sit and chat with friends and 
family, or you’re staying over and want 
to make a night of it? Head to the main 
stage to enjoy a pint or some food 
while being entertained by the line-up 
of music and games, there’s a number of 
tribute bands and world class DJs playing 
into the night! Away from the stage there’s 
plenty more going on across the weekend 
including a Double-Deuce Firing Range and 
activities to entertain kids and big kids alike!

Camping
Why not take full advantage of the festival vibe at The Fast Car 
Festival and camp over! Camping is available on Friday 29th 
and Saturday 30th July, with dedicated public and club camping 
areas to choose from. There will be a bar open each evening and 
live entertainment, which will be confirmed nearer the time.

Win a Car!
Don’t miss the opportunity to win a Ford Focus ST in the 
Fast Car Festival show competition. Over the coming months 
the Fast Car Entertainment team will be transforming this 

already great hot hatch into every motoring enthusiasts dream 
drive. You can enter on the day of the show for just £1!

Retail Village
Fast cars can always be made to go faster! So if you want to 
buy anything from throttle bodies to wheels and camshafts 
to coilovers for your pride and joy, then you need to check 
out the Retail Village at the show. Sandwiched between the 
track action and 1000’s of club cars, the Retail Village is 
packed with everything and anything you could need!

NEW EVENT 
FOR 2016
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DROP TOP SPECIAL:

G
et your fl ip fl ops out, 
light the BBQ, slap on 
some sunny and get 
your top off because 

summer is well and truly here.
This is why we are dedicating 

this bonus section to the cars that 
love the sun more than an air 
conditioning repairman; we are of 
course referring to drop tops.

Over the next 25-pages you’ll 
fi nd three bonkers roadsters that’ll 
have you pining for some topless 
action of your very own, and 
that’s exactly why you’ll also fi nd 
our Drop Priced Drop Tops buying 
guide inside. Enjoy…

DROPPED
TOPS

Audi TT .......................082BMW Z3 .....................064 Buying Guide ..............072 Nissan 350Z ...............076
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DROP TOP SPECIAL: BMW Z3

L
ife’s too short to settle in one job 
so it’s ideal to test yourself in other 
areas and see what pays off. This 
is the outlook of Tom Lilico where 
his philosophy has taken him to 

being the director of a company selling Dash 
Cams, an Engineering CAD Designer and 
even a Music Producer; all at once! It 
doesn’t stop there either, as it seems his 
multi-purpose attitude applies to his cars 
too. This crazy Z3 might be killing it on the 
show scene but it’s also built for 
performance and even the odd drift session. 
Plus, the look can be totally transformed by 

We love the carbon wing, many 
won’t but who gives a fu… 

adding (or removing) the hard top, making 
it ideal for a man who likes to keep his 
options open! 

As you may have already guessed, Tom 
isn’t one for convention so his project had to 
be a rare beast from the outset. “I fancied a 
Z3 and found this 3.0 Estoril blue one in 
2013 when it was completely standard. It 
was from a lady owner, came with FSH and 
besides a few scratches it was perfect,” 
Tom tells us. The plan from the start was to 
get it on air but not until Tom had fi gured out 
the best way to do it. In the meantime, he 
set about fi tting the M Sport side grilles and 

a new back box before a coil spring 
snapped and punctured the tyre. This was 
the excuse he needed to address the 
suspension. “I wanted a set-up that didn’t 
compromise the handling so chose Air Lift 
bags with Accuair SwitchSpeed 
management,” explains Tom. “I trusted 
UnitSixteen with the task who did a fi ne job. 
While the car was there, he also took the 
chance to have the bonnet and bootlid 
smoothed and sourced a set of O.Z 
Breytons to squeeze under the arches. 
Things were starting to take shape….

In January 2015 the Z3 was treated to 



Tom has put more work into building these rims 
than many people do to their whole car! This 
custom combo of width, face and dish is rim 
perfection and then some.

Wonder Wheels 
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3.0-litre straight six 
pushes out 252bhp

The custom Diablo rims 
are on another level

That’s what you 
call fi tment, kids
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pretty much a full respray as the side 
repeaters, aerial and side grille badges were 
all removed and smoothed. The handles 
were colour coded, the rear bumper had the 
plate recess shortened plus Tom fi nally got 
hold of the hardtop. “It was so diffi cult to 
source I ended up having to go direct to 
Hamann to have a new one made from their 
moulds,” says Tom. “The difference it makes 
though is incredible, even better looking 
than the coupe I reckon.” We ain’t going to 
argue with that, it looks immense!

Since then Tom has gradually tweaked 
the styling, interior and performance side to 
where it is today. This includes a smoothed 

Z3M front bumper, black kidney grilles, and 
arches rolled to accommodate the almighty 
O.Z Diablo rims built by Tom himself. Using 
the barrels from the Breytons, 17-inch 
Diablo faces, wider dishes, gold spike rim 
bolts and gold nuts from Driftworks he has 
created what can only be described as pure 
wheel porn. 

Under the bonnet, a 3.0 straight six lump 
in a car this light gives you plenty of power 
but Tom felt there was still room for 
improvement. A K&N fi lter was added as 
well as an older model cat-free exhaust with 
quad exit rear pipes. Along with a remap, 
this results in 252bhp giving plenty of poke, 

Even James Bond’s Z3 didn’t have 
as many trick touches as this

The Grip Royal wheel is bang on trend, 
just like the rest of the modifi cations



TOM LILICO
Where do you go from here with 
the car then Tom? 

“Did I tell you I have a business 
selling dash cams? It’s called 
CamTours….check it out on 
facebook and Instagram and I’ll 
be selling on Amazon soon too.”

Ok, thanks, but what about the… 
“Yes, that’s right, I am a music 
producer too. You can fi nd me on 
www.soundcloud.com/colotov.”

Yeah, you told me, now, the Z3…
“If you have any CAD design jobs 
needing doing, I’m your man!”

Are you just using this interview 
to plug your businesses?

“Just a bit! Back to the Z3, next I’ll 
be fi tting a new front splitter plus I 
fancy more aero kit and then 
maybe a supercharger!”

“He has created what can only 
be described as pure wheel porn”
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Accuair management 
sorts the lows



It may be a show car but Tom also 
uses it at the odd drift session!

If it was ours we’d stand 
back and admire it too

That’s the only problem 
with skinny jeans…
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and what a sound! 
There wasn’t much needed in the cabin 

either, but Tom has transformed it with a 
wood fi nish Grip Royal removable steering 
wheel and Cobra Misano seats in blue and 
black leather. It was a tight fi t but with a few 
subtle tweaks they squeezed in just fi ne!

The latest edition is the huge carbon wing 
that is a real divider, but Tom loves the 
controversy it brings and is looking to add 
more carbon aero in the future.

For the man with three jobs, this ticks all 
his boxes; a show car, a performance car 
and a drift car all in one, and one that looks 
equally as awesome with the hardtop on as 
it does off. It’s the ultimate convertible!



“It ticks all his boxes; a show 
car, a performance car and a 

drift car all in one”
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TECH SPEC: BMW ZR 
STYLING:
Fully smoothed Z3M front bumper; Hamann 
Motorsport hardtop; shortened plate recess in 
rear bumper and cut-outs for quad exhaust; side 
repeaters plus all badges and aerial removed; 
smoothed bonnet and boot-lid; black kidney grilles; 
Z3M side grilles with M-badge smoothed out; colour-
coded handles; rolled arches to accommodate wheel 
width; Halo sidelights; 57in carbon fibre rear wing.

TUNING:
M54B30 engine, 3.0 24v; K&N panel filter; full 
custom decat exhaust using M52 (older engine) 
exhaust manifolds; remapped at Automark in 
Stokesley; 252bhp with 352NM.

CHASSIS:
3 piece O.Z Diablo Lamborghini wheels with original 
5x120 PCD, custom built with barrels from previous 
Breyton wheels, wider dishes and gold spike split rim 
bolts, 10x17in front with 215/40x17 tyres, 11.5x17in 
rear with 245/40x17 tyres; stud conversion kit to 
run Driftworks gold nuts; Accuair SwitchSpeed air 
management system; Air Lift bags; custom rear 
mounts to increase the drop.

INTERIOR:
Cobra Misano bucket seats in blue and black leather; 
mahogany Grip Royal quick release steering wheel; 
air-ride controller mounted in ashtray; boot install 
with colour-coded air-tank.

AUDIO:
JVC headunit.

THANKS:
UnitSixteen for the bodywork, paint and suspension; 
Mark at Automark for the ECU remap; Dan at Wheel 
Unique for helping supply the wheel hardware and 
polishing the dishes; my Nana for letting me keep my 
car in her garage; Scott Rawlings for passing by at 
the right time to help with the photoshoot!



THE RATINGS
All are scored out of 10, with 10 being the best and 0 the worst. Player Rating refers to the perceived value of the car, and the Testosterone 
Factor is referring to how butch you need to be to pull it off. So basically if it scores 5 or below you’re gonna need to have guns like The 
Rock or a no-fucks-given attitude on par with Donald Trump. 

AUDI TT FROM £2,500
It’s still hard to believe how cheap Audi TTs are 
these days – you can get them even cheaper 
than the quoted price too. But if you’re going to 
buy one you’ll want a 225 version that hasn’t 
been to the moon and back via Jupiter on the 
way. Being a VAG there’s absolutely loads of 
tuning and styling parts available for the TT and 
with the right touches you’ll be able to quadruple  
the perceived value of your Audi. Check the 
service history for oil changes as they have a 
habit of suffering from oil sludge that can block 
the pick-up pipe in the sump, which can cause 
catastrophic engine failure! Also check for 
cheeky sellers passing 180s off for the 225s. 
A top tip for this is to check that the throttle  
body is on right-hand side of the inlet manifold 
and not the left!

Value For Money: 8
Testosterone Factor: 7
Modability: 9
Player Level: 8
Score: 32/40

BMW Z4 FROM £3,500
We simply couldn’t believe our eyes when  
we looked up the price of these stylish BMW 
roadsters. Cheap as Chinese chips. The Z4  
was released with a choice of six-pot engines, 
2.2, 2.5 or the flagship (at the time) 3-litre lump. 
All are super-smooth, as you would expect  
from the German manufacturer, and if you  
can stretch to a 2006 (starting at about £6,500) 
3.0-litre model you’ll get another 35bhp and  
a 0 to 60 time of 5.7-seconds! Steer clear of  
the sluggish 2.0-litre and make sure the car  
has been regularly serviced and that the oil is 
fresh. We don’t think you’ll go far wrong with  
one of these stylish two-seaters. They are well 
catered for in the aftermarket scene but we’d 
keep the touches simple and classy to match 
the car’s style.  

Value For Money: 8
Testosterone Factor: 8
Modability: 7
Player Level: 9
Score: 32/40
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BUYERS GUIDE: DROP TOPS WORDS SLIM JULES PHOTOS EVERYONE ELSE

WE TAKE A LOOK AT THE BEST  
CABRIOLETS FOR UNDER 5K

T
he experts will tell you 
it’s not the best time to 
buy a convertible, but 
they’ll also tell you it’s 
definitely the best time 

to have one. So on this occasion, 
we can skip the rulebook, 
especially when you look at  
the bargains that are out there.  
If you’re planning on going 
shopping, we’ve put together this 
little guide to help you decide on 
what drop top is best for you!

DROP TOPS
DROP PRICED



PORSCHE BOXSTER 986 FROM £4,500
On the face of it buying a cheap Porsche Boxster seems 
like a great idea, but delve deeper and talk of RMS leaks 
and IMS bearings can be a real turn off. Now, while these 
problems shouldn’t be ignored, they shouldn’t end your 
Porsche dream either. You just need to make sure you find 
a car that has had an uprated IMS fitted or one cheap 
enough to warrant spending £1,000 getting it replaced  
– it can be a great haggling tool. If you do take this route, 
bear in mind that you might as well change the clutch at 
the same time. Or you could simply check the oil filter and 
magnetic drain plug for any swarf and if it’s clean run the 
calculated risk that the IMS will be fine. The chances are it 
will be. We know a few people with 986s and they all rave 
about them, so our advice is to spend a little more (buy a 
3K Boxster and you’re asking for trouble), get the S badge 
and buy one that has a faultless service history. Then have 
some fun with modification. First step is to get that flat six 
roaring with a new exhaust!

Value For Money: 8
Testosterone Factor: 8
Modability: 6
Player Level: 9
Score: 31/40

VW BEETLE FROM £1,500
Now any car that comes from the 
factory with a ‘dash-vase’ isn’t 
exactly spitting testosterone out 
of its exhaust. So when VW 
decided to cut its roof off and 
build a soft top version, even 
more well-plucked eye-browse 
were raised. Still with some well 
chosen gender reassignment 
modifications this can be sorted 
out. One thing you will struggle to 
sort out though is the car’s 
performance, as the engine line 
up doesn’t exactly get the blood 
pumping. With only a 1.4, 1.6 and 
sluggish 8v 2.0-litre petrol engines 
(where was the 1.8T or VR5?) on 
offer, we’d opt for the 100bhp 
2.0-litre TDi version. At least that 
way you can get some torque 
behind you.
Its saving grace? Well it’s a VW on 
a MK4 Golf platform so as you 
can imagine chassis modifications 
are aplenty. So nail the stance and 
go from there! 

Value For Money: 7
Testosterone Factor: 5
Modability: 7
Player Level: 3
Score: 22/40
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NISSAN 350Z FROM £5,000
Do you know what, the 350Z probably isn’t as 
good a roadster as the S2000, so why then 
has it come out tops in our convertible-buying 
guide? Well there’s a few reasons. One of 
them being they are an untapped source of 
modifying. Even though it seems there are 
plenty of them for sale, you rarely see one on 
the road. Another is the V6 engine. It’s an 
absolute peach and sounds amazing when 
you’re giving it the beans in a hardtop coupe 
model, so just imagine what it sounds like with 
the roof down. Rightly or wrongly a lot of drop 
tops suffer with a bit of an image problem of 
the hairdressers variety, but not the 350Z.  
The 280bhp, 3.5-litre engine and chunky  
body screams anything but Toni & Guy. Slam 
one of these on Air Lift suspension, bolt on a 
Japspeed exhaust and downpipe and chuck 
on a set of girthy rims and you could call 
Kimbo Slice a bus stop wanker* as you cruise 
past and he’d probably let it go. So what are 
you waiting for? Go and buy one! 

Value For Money: 8
Testosterone Factor: 10
Modability: 8
Player Level: 8
Score 34/40

*We’d avoid testing this theory.

HONDA S2000 FROM £5,000
Will you get a Honda S2000 for under 5K? Well yes. But it’ll be a CAT D repaired 
motor. Realistically to get a nice one with a clean history you’re going to need 6K 
and a bit more, but we just couldn’t leave it out of this guide… they are absolutely 
stonking cars and prices won’t fall much (if at all) before they start to appreciate.  
So it might be time to invest! 

Being a Honda the S2000 will be the most reliable of all our picks, with relatively 
low running costs. But that definitely doesn’t make them boring – 236bhp and rear 
wheel drive put pay to that theory. It’s one of those cars that will eat up the miles 
too. So a high mileage example shouldn’t put you off, because of their reliability a 
lot of people would have used them as their daily.

Modification wise, the world is your lobster, with plenty of aftermarket tuning, 
styling and chassis upgrades and we just love a Spoon hardtop on these cars.  
Go buy one. You won’t regret it!

Value For Money: 8
Testosterone Factor: 9
Modability: 9
Player Level: 7
Score 33/40
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MX-5
No convertible-buying guide would be 
complete without mentioning Mazda’s 
legendary MX-5, a car that reinvented the 
two-seater roadsters market. Good Mk1s  
are getting rare now, but if you can find one, 
snap it up, give it some tasteful retro mods 
and watch your investment grow. The second 
generation MX is much easier to find, with 
plenty of clean, albeit high mileage, examples 
available for less than a bag of sand. 
Modifications are aplenty and you’re less  
likely to upset the purists by adding a BGW 
and dumping it on the floor. We doubt you’ll 
find another car that can match the MX-5’s 
smiles per miles. So this is the one for you if 
you’re on a budget.

BMW 3 SERIES
Convertible BMWs seem to hold their prices 
relatively well, and while researching costs for 
this feature it seems that the E36 and E46 are 
at the price cross-over point, where similar 
spec cars are worth the same kind of money. 
The E46 is starting to enter middle-aged car 
mediocrity, while the E36 is coming out the 
other side and entering retro-coolness. It’ll be 
down to personal preference to which road 
you’ll go down with this one. The E46 with a 
nice set of rims and a decent stance still looks 
like an expensive car. While you’ll score some 
serious scene points if you’re rolling a 
well-modified E36. Our tip here is to look for  
a well looked after example and pay a 
premium for it. A lot of 3 Series will have been 
abused, and a cheapy might cost you in the 
long run. We reckon 2.5 to 3K will get you 
something decent though! 

FORD STREETKA
Okay, so this is one for the ladies. The cute  
KA isn’t exactly the most hardcore of cars.  
A hung-over Conor McGregor would struggle 
to look tough stepping out of one of these. 
The fact is though, it’s a cool-looking thing 
that hasn’t aged like its hard-topped sister. 
And when you think 500-quid will buy you  
a tidy example and £1,200 a low-mileage, 
high-spec’d luxury model, you can’t really  
go wrong (apart from the leaky roofs). Our 
advices is buy a wig, slap on some foundation 
and go get one. We won’t tell, if you don’t!

WILD CARDS
So you don’t like the usual suspects and want 
to purchase something quirky? Well there’s 
plenty of choice out there, I mean when was 
the last time you saw a Focus CC-2 roll down 
the street? I’m pretty sure I’ve never seen one. 
The same goes for the VW Eos. Two more 
than capable and reliable drop tops that don’t 
seem to get the recognition they deserve. 
Then there is Peugeot’s RCZ that is a futuristic 
looking machine that blossoms once a nice 
set of hoops are bolted under the arches. 
You’ll have to spend a good eight grand to  
get one though – they are relatively new cars. 
Then you have Mercedes Benz’s SLK or 
BMW’s 6 Series. Or even Saab’s 
turbocharged 9-3. There’s not loads of 
aftermarket parts for them, but then you don’t 
need loads to stand out from the crowd… 
Because there is no crowd with these. 

CHEAP THRILLS
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STANCE NATION
EVEN THE JAPANESE ARE GETTING FULLY ONBOARD 

THE STANCE BANDWAGON
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J
apan is an amazing country.  
Their public transport is always  
on time, their city streets are lined 
with vending machines and there 
really is a fully modded car hiding 

around every street corner. The Japanese 
are famously passionate about the weirdest  
of things. Such as old men who collect  
dolls, or women’s underwear. That’s used 
women’s underwear.

So we shouldn’t be surprised to learn that 
while so many of us are looking to Japan for 
inspiration for our car builds, the Japanese 
are looking to the UK and USA for 
inspiration. Admit it, if you didn’t know any 
better you might think this slammed Nissan 
350Z was built in the US. It’s got that 
distinctive stanced vibe going on. That 
SoCal look. It’s slammed through the floor, 
wearing bling wheels and the fitment is 
judged to perfection.

“I love to ride low,” says Yuki Hamamoto 
proudly. You’re not kidding! A breath of fresh 
air wouldn’t fit between the lip of the rear 
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wheel and the wheel-arch. The crazy thing 
is, this is a daily-driver and it doesn’t rub. 
Days and weeks of trial-and-error have gone 
into perfecting the suspension settings. Ride 
height, camber, toe… they’ve all been 
tweaked to give the maximum visual impact.

This is a static setup too. There’s no 
cheating going on here with air-ride. That 
would have allowed Yuki to slam the car 
when he’s at a show or on a cruise, but then 
raise it up at the touch of a button to avoid 
the headache of daily-ing a stupidly-low car. 
Nope, Yuki is committed. Or maybe he 
should be? Point is his Zed is rolling on 
coilovers, T-Demand coilovers to be exact. 
Look ’em up online. It’s truly high-end stuff 
this. And this is the ride height he drives 
on. Everywhere.

When Yuki reveals he’s part of the Low’N 
Slow crew, you can imagine how he drives 
the car. Their tagline is “fi tment kings” and 
this is unashamedly a form-over-function 
car, where everything has been done to 
make it look good. That’s a controversial 
statement in a country where most car 
enthusiasts are more interested with lap 
times at Tsukuba.

Through a translator, Yuki explains that it 
took him three years to be accepted into the 
Low’N Slow crew, which is a club based in 
America. Initially he put 20s on his “Fairlady 

19-inch VIP Modular wheels have been re-barreled 
to give those ridiculous but fantastic deep-dish lips

Z33 Roadster”. But after travelling across 
the US he fi nally understood what the 
stance scene was all about. When he 
returned to Japan, he began the rebuild.

Off came the 20s, replaced with this set 
of 19in deep-dish VIP Modular 19s, 
although they were wearing their original 
and narrower outer dishes. He widened the 
front and rear wings before respraying the 
car Turquoise Blue. At some point 130 
Footworks got involved too, helping him 
to dial in the suspension settings that have 
left this car positioned neatly somewhere
in between the stance scene in the US and 
the even more hardcore Demon Camber 
in Japan.

This grabbed Yuki and his 350Z a lot 
of attention. Blogs wanted to feature it, 
YouTubers wanted to fi lm him. Before long 
Yuki had won several trophies at car shows. 
Then like all good cars, the inevitable 
happened. It started getting copied. Yuki 
needed a way to stay one step ahead of 
the chasing pack.

So Yuki removed his bumpers and 
sideskirts and started again. This time he 
focused on custom parts, so that his rivals 
wouldn’t be able to simply buy a replica of 
his car. The new front bumper is a modifi ed 
version of an Amuse bumper that was 
originally designed for the later Z34 shape 
with the pointed headlights. The front 
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Everyday lows
Getting a daily driver this low takes more than a set of coilovers.  
Yuki loves the T-Demand coilover suspension on the car, but it’s the 
range of fully adjustable T-Demand and 130 Footworks suspension 
arms that allow him to run this low too. Dialing in the negative camber 
is critical too, so that the top of the wheels lean in towards the body 
and squeeze under the arch lips. Good luck driving something that low 
over here with the state of our roads. We’re not jealous. Much.
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bumper is made from Durafl ex too, so when 
it inevitable scrapes on the ground it bends 
and pops back into shape, rather than 
cracking or breaking up completely.

Similarly the sideskirts had a small vent 
cut into them, and both the custom arches 
and wheels grew even wider. Yuki then 
decided to rethink the colour-scheme. 
Instead of replacing the original tan interior, 
which is so dark it’s virtually brown, Yuki 
decided to use it to his advantage. He went 
for white on the body to give a clean look, 
before covering his wheels in Kandy Copper. 

Not only are they bling in a very unique way, 
but they complement the interior too.

It’s incredible to think that Yuki drives this 
every day at this ride height. Then again, 
Japanese roads are much better than our 
pot-hole ridden, speed-bump infested 
disasters. In a country obsessed with speed, 
Yuki has discovered that Low’N Slow is 
more his pace. He doesn’t want to set lap 
records, he wants to be seen. Or maybe 
scene? Either way, he’s built a distinctive 
Nissan 350Z Roadster that’s won trophies 
and got people talking all over the world.

TECH SPEC: NISSAN 350Z
STYLING
Custom Durafl ex front bumper based on Powerhouse 
Amuse design; US-spec headlights; wide front wings 
(1in wider); custom sideskirts; US-spec door mirrors; 
custom sideskirts; custom rear arches (2in wider); 
widened custom rear bumper; US-spec rear lights, 
resprayed BMW Alpine White.

TUNING
VQ35DE 3.5-litre 24v V6 engine; Saclam twin-exit 
exhaust system.

CHASSIS
10.5x19in (front), 12.5x19in (rear) VIP Modular 
VXS110 forged alloy wheels covered in Kandy 
Copper; Toyo Proxes T1-R tyres (235/35x19 front, 
275/30x19 rear); NRD extended wheel nuts; 
T-Demand coilovers; T-Demand Pro top-mounts; 
T-Demand lower bracket; T-Demand front upper arm; 
T-Demand rear upper arm; 130 Footworks lower arm. 

INTERIOR
Nardi Steering Wheel, Nardi gearknob; shift light; 
Original tan leather interior.

AUDIO
Alpine PXA-H700 headunit; Boston Acoustics 
speakers; Rockford Fosgate T400 amplifi er.

Yuki doesn’t want to set lap times. 
He wants his car to be seen



VALUE FOR MONEY

TRACKDAYS
Tel 01469 560574

Visit our website & join our mailing list

at

www.javelintrackdays.co.uk

Friendly Paddock Atmosphere
Online or Telephone Booking

Club Events a Speciality
Excellent Safety Record

Book Early & Save
prices increase as places sell

TRACKDAYS from just £99

More dates soon at Cadwell Park, Blyton
Park, Mallory Park, Donington Park, Oulton
Park, Anglesey (Trac Mon), Croft, Brands

Hatch, Snetterton, Castle Combe, Spa
Francorchamps and Woodbridge Airfield.

ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN PIT LANE FORMAT
Unless marked ***

11th May Cadwell Park ( Eve) £79

11th May Oulton Park £239

12th May Snetterton 300 £159

12th May Snetterton 300 (Eve) £79

15th May Woodbridge £129

16th May Croft (105dba) £159

16th May Donington Park (Eve) £129

19th May Anglesey £159

21st May Blyton Park £149

22nd May Cadwell Park £169

25th May Blyton Park £109

26th May Cadwell Park £149

26th May Cadwell Park (Eve) £79

27th May Mallory Park £149

1st June Oulton Park £249

2nd June Anglesey £159

2nd June Donington Park (Eve) £129

4th June Bedford Autodrome GT £169

6th June Donington Park £219

8th June Blyton Park £149

9th June Snetterton 300 (Evening) £79

10th June Mallory Park (103dba) £159

11th June Woodbridge £129

13th June Blyton Park £109

15th June Oulton Park £249

20th June Bedford Autodrome GT £169

22nd June Snetterton 300 (Evening) £79

23rd June Cadwell Park £149

23rd June Cadwell Park (Evening) £79

24th June Croft (105dba) £159

T: 07738 948 109 (Sean McGarry)
W: www.smtuning.co.uk E: sean@smtuning.co.uk

• Fully Custom Remapping • Dyno Remapping
• Dual (Switchable) Maps • Economy Remaps

• Tricore Remaps • And more……
We do our very best to answer the phone but due to the mobile

nature of our business you may prefer to email us!

SM TUNING

SM TUNING CAN PROVIDE A NUMBER OF SERVICES
FOR YOUR VEHICLE REMAPPING NEEDS.

A t d out for all Japanese motoring enth
usiasts!

ALL JAPANESE MARQUESWELCOME | PEOPLE S CHOICE AWARD
Entry includes all Beaulieu attractions: National Motor Museum,
Palace House & Gardens, Beaulieu Abbey and World of Top Gear

SUNDAY 31 JULY 2016

CAR ENTRY*
Adults £10 Children £5Call 01590 612888

Trade 01590 614614
£1 handling charge on non-online purchases *T&Cs apply, see website for details

beaulieuevents.co.uk

great day out for all Japanese mot
oring ent

APANESE MARQUESWELCOME | PEOPLE’S CHOICE AW
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Practically Perfect
WHAT‘S THE BEST WAY OF MAKING YOUR SHOW CAR STAND OUT? 
TRY MAKING IT YOUR DAILY DRIVER, TOO. AND SEE WHERE THAT 
FINE LINE BETWEEN MADNESS AND SENSIBILITY TAKES YOU...

WORDS TOM WILLCOX PHOTOGRAPHY REMEDI
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I
magine buying the latest smartphone; 
an opulent mix of lightweight metal and 
glass, only to get it home and decide 
that grinding an inch off the bottom of 
it is a good idea. Why? 

This is a very similar trail of thought that 
Scott Peplow had when he began rocking 
around with his super-wide Porsche wheels 
on his Audi TT. “The amount of stretch I had 
to run on them to make them sit well just 
didn’t work,” he says. “Especially as the car 
is my daily driver.” Because, after all, cars 

are for driving. A pleasure Scott here 
realised he didn’t want to give up for the 
sake of a striking image. Luckily, his mature, 
sensible mindset has resulted in a modifi ed 
car which not only shifts like it should, but 
also looks the business to boot.

The story of this fi rst-generation, 
225-spec TT begins a long time ago. A fairly 
well-known car on the scene, it’s been 
under a considerable state of modifi cation 
for several years. Scott picked it up just last 
summer, promptly realising the toll that its 
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hard life had had. “It was an old show girl 
who needed some love!” he laughs. That 
might be a little understatement, too, as it 
soon turned out it was sporting a whole 
heap of fault codes, oil leaks, engine 
misfi res and poorly bodywork.

Thankfully, it wasn’t all doom and gloom, 
though. “The only mod I really kept on the 
car was the HavAir air ride setup,” says 
Scott. “It’s been on there for over fi ve years 
and is still completely faultless, which I think 
is a testament to HavAir!” With a solid 
chassis and lots of potential, Scott was 
pretty confi dent that with a bit of help he 
could turn this stray around.

At the top of his lengthy to-do list was 
getting the exterior sharpened up. First 
impressions and all that. With ropy paint on 
almost every panel, but a fairly solid shell, 
Scott was drawn down a path he’d not 
given much thought to before: vinyl wraps. 
“I’ve been put off wraps in the past before, 
after seeing bad examples,” he says. “But 
after speaking with my mate Miles, who 
owns a very famous Polo, he pointed me in 
the direction of a guy called Andy from a 
company called Identity Wraps.” 

Blown away with the work Andy had 
performed on his mate’s car, Scott soon 
spent an evening with the guru discussing 
the endless possibilities a decent wrap 

“It was an old show girl who 
needed some love!” says Scott

could bring, over more than a few cuppas. 
“I fi nally decided on grey,” Scott grins. 
“I wanted the car to stand out, but also 
look classy and not raise eyebrows in the 
offi ce car park.” Scott’s well-measured side 
is already starting to show, isn’t it? After 
all, rocking up to work with a tiger stripe-
adorned motor isn’t going to win you 
that promotion.

Once Andy had worked his magic, 
unbelievably all within a 48-hour window, 
Scott next focused on the under-bonnet 
situation. “I got a good mate Andy Martin, 
who is more famous for his amazing Mk1 
Golf turbo, to give my engine the once-over. 

He fi xed every error we could fi nd, along 
with some hidden scares along the way.” 
With a couple of turbo mods, the boosted 
1.8-litre lump is now good for around 290 
horses, which Scott likes to exploit every 
single one of as much as possible.

The next chapter of the tale focused on 
Scott’s wheel situation. The set of aging 
3SDMs on the car were soon sold, and 
something a little more hard-hitting was 
sourced. “I bought some beautiful Porsche 
Eta Beta Twists that came from a Mk4 Golf,” 
he says. “He offered me a price I just 
couldn’t refuse.” Thinking they didn’t sit 
quite right in the TT’s capacious curves, the 
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“I wanted the car to stand out, but also not raise 
eyebrows in the offi ce car park” says Scott

The boosted 1.8-litre lump is good 
for around 290 horses
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staggered rims were soon split up to add 
an extra inch of girth all round – weighing 
in at a mighty 10.5 inches out back.  

But, as mentioned earlier, Scott found that 
although undeniably gorgeous wheels, he 
just couldn’t get the right stance for them 
on his Audi without taking impractical 
measures. Something he rather admirably 
couldn’t bring himself to live with on a car 
which, at the end of the day, needed to get 
him from A to B.

The silver lining of painfully selling up the 
hoops came in the form of a lot of cash. 
Enough to not only source some new 
wheels, but also sort out the car’s interior! 
With the legendary Corbeau factory literally 
around the corner from Scott’s gaff, he paid 
the team a visit and spec’d up some custom 
teal recliners. The colour scheme came from 
Scott’s daughter Beth and partner Chloe, 
who were given free reign over the design 
of the car’s innards. We don’t think they’ve 
done a bad job, you know!

And as for the new wheels? “My mate 
Larry found some genuine BBS RS 799s 
in Poland for a cheap price,” says Scott. 

Interior colour scheme 
courtesy of Scott’s family 

“HavAir?” 
“Yes, I do”

“They turned up at HavAir’s HQ a week later, 
where the main man Geoff fi tted the tyres 
for me. At the same time, my mate Aaron 
made me some custom adapters to fi t them, 
in under three days!” 

With the car generously stored at HavAir 
and fettled by the team, to ensure these 
new polished rims sat and drove correctly, 
Scott’s car was getting close to the way 
he wanted it. With two shows under his belt 
already this year, Scott is confi dent he’s 

created something a little different from the 
norm. And the inspiration? Being a bit more 
sensible than the rest! 

“I drive the car daily, so it has to be comfy, 
practical and reliable,” he says. Not things 
you hear coming from every show car 
owner’s lips, that’s for sure. 

So not only do we think it looks the part, 
but Scott still gets to enjoy driving it every 
single day. And that’s what it’s all about, 
isn’t it?
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TECH SPEC: AUDI TT
ENGINE
1.8-litre 20v Audi ‘225’ turbo engine; K&N air 
fi lter with polished inlet pipe; Forge Motorsport 
recirculation valve; 550cc fuel injectors; uprated 
intercooler; engine dress up kit.

TRANSMISSION
Standard six-speed manual transmission.

CHASSIS 
9x19in (front) and 10x19in (rear) BBS RS 799 split 
rims, fully polished with gold hardware; 225/35x19 
and 245/35x19 tyres; custom HavAir air suspension 
struts running on four-way manual switch box; 
Air Zenith compressor; twin VIAIR gauges in heater 
vents; fi ve-gallon air tank.

EXTERIOR
Full wrap in Avery Dennison Supreme Gloss Grey 
including door shuts; smoothed front bumper; US-
spec rear bumper; smoothed aerial; smoothed front 
grille; SEAT Cupra splitter.

INTERIOR
Corbeau Sportline RSS reclining bucket seats 
in custom teal with grey stitching; fl ocked interior 
panels; BOSE sound system.

THANKS
Massive thanks to Will, Dave and Geoff at HavAir; 
Andy at Identity Wraps; Aaron Davies for the 
adapters; Juicy Details, including Miles Williams, for 
keeping it clean; Corbeau for the custom seats; Ron 
at the Flock Shop; my partner Chloe for putting up 
with me; #gotobedtia; last but not least, my kids.

Now where can I stash 
my spare pants?
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8.5X19-INCH BBS CH WHEELS • AVON ZZ5 TYRES • ALPINE INE-W970BT DOUBLE DIN HEADUNIT

SLIM JULES’ BMW 335I P92
How do you detail a matt finished car? Speak to a ValetPRO of course!

MAIN MODS: ADVAN TYRES • AIR LIFT AIR RIDE• 3SDMS • HYBRID TURBOS • MILLTEK EXHAUST • FORGE FMIC

Start Never Finished

MAIN MODS: PORSCHE 987 SEATS • 3M WRAP • SCORPION EXHAUST • FORGED 225 ENGINE • AIR LIFT AIR RIDE 

Midge proves that his 3-inch pipe is more than up to the job.
Start Never Finished

P94MIDGE’S AUDI TT 225

MARK’S MAZDA RX-7 P96
The RX-7 beds in its new parts with a 2000 mile road trip to Wörthersee and back. As you do.

MAIN MODS: ROTA OPTION RIMS • CONTINENTAL TYRES • HKS T51R SINGLE TURBO CONVERSION • RECAROS

Start Never Finished

8.5X19-INCH BBS CH WHEELS • AVON ZZ5 TYRES • ALPINE INE-W970BT DOUBLE DIN HEADUNIT

INITIAL G’S HONDA CIVIC TYPE R P97 
When you’re time is up, your time is up! We say goodbye to an FC legend! No, not G, but his Type R.

MAIN MODS: TDI NORTH K24/20 N/A MOTOR • TITAN M/S ITBs •YOKO ADO8S • TAKATA SEATS AND HARNESSES

Start  Finished

MAIN MODS: COSWORTH YB ENGINE • ELITE SEQUENTIAL BOX • CUSTOM ALL-METAL WIDE-BODY • OMP WHEEL

TRICKY’S PUG 309 THUNDERSALOON P98
Time to replace all the old worn out parts but that’s enough about Tricky’s hip and knee replacements.
Start Never Finished



JULES’ BMW 335i

FASTPROJECTS
No one can say our Jules 
hasn’t got a lot of bottle
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THIS MONTH OUR JULIAN SPEAKS TO A VALETPRO 
ABOUT DETAILING HIS FROZEN GREY HUE

After you’ve spent a few grand on your 
paintwork it’s kinda obvious that you’ll want 
to keep it looking super fresh. Now, I’m quiet 
aware of the products and procedures of 
caring for a gloss paintjob. But I’m not so 
familiar with those of a matt and satin fi nish, 
which is kinda important considering my 
E92 is Frozen Grey. Luckily I work for the 
best car magazine in the business and I 
remember Midge doing a test on a matt 
protection product a few issues back, so 
I delved into the archive and found it.

The product I was after was aptly named 
Matte Protect and is made by the guys 
at ValetPRO, so I got on the blower and 
ordered some up. And while I was there 
they suggested their Bug Remover and 

Concentrated Car Wash too. The Bug 
Remover does exactly what it says on the 
bottle. It lifts bugs and dirt from your cars 
paintwork, glass and grilles. That’s important 
because you don’t want these contaminants 
putting scratches or swirl marks into the 
matt paintwork – unlike gloss you can’t just 
buff them out!

The car shampoo you use is important 
too. The majority of shampoos on the 
market these days are wash and wax 
products, and it’s the wax part you don’t 
want or need. Hence ValetPRO suggesting 
their Concentrated Car Wash, which is a 
powerful cleaner that rinses off easily and 
won’t leave a layer of unwanted ‘wax’ on 
your car. Plus it’s a bloody bargain at under 

four squid. So after using these two 
products, Bug Remover fi rst and then the 
Car Wash (note the two buckets), I dried the 
paintwork with a towel and then applied the 
Matte Protect. It couldn’t be simpler to use. 
Spray on, wipe off!

It’s a specialist matt wax emulsion that 
doesn’t posses the typical products that 
enhance gloss. Meaning it can protect matt 
paint with a micro wax fi lm while keeping 
the fi nish the way it was intended to be, 
non-glossy. I guess it’s the equivalent of 
going over gloss paint with a quick detailer.

I’m chuffed to bits with the results and I’ve 
got to admit not needing to apply a polish 
and then a LSP after is a right bonus. More 
time driving, less time cleaning!
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May as well clean the 
windows while you’re at it

Our Jules is very protective

PARTS
ValetPRO Bug Remover ..................................£5.99
ValetPRO Car Wash .........................................£3.99
ValetPRO Matte Protect ................................£14.99

Total ..............................................................£24.97

Contacts
www.valetpro.eu

It’s time to chase up the split rims and get the car 
ready for Players Classic!

THIS MONTH

NEXT MONTH
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MIDGE’S AUDI TT 225
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THE BEIGE BULLET NOW SOUNDS MORE LIKE 
AN EXOCET MISSILE! LOVELY STUFF

Last month I took the TT up to Scorpion for 
a custom three-inch exhaust and (as you 
can see from the pics) their development 
fella, Greg, has done an absolutely amazing 
job on the fi nished article. I have to admit, 
I wasn’t expecting such a work of art when 
I asked for a totally functional, downpipe-
back system. And, although they also nailed 
the appearance of a standard Scorpion item 
when the car is on the fl oor, I’m really 
pleased that it looks properly nuts 
underneath. Come to think of it, sounds 
pretty bloody nuts too!

As you may no doubt remember, I needed 
a three-inch bore to squeeze more power 
from my hybrid turbo, preferably without 
making my ears bleed every time I drive it. 
So, rather than a straight-through three-inch 
pipe (which would have been unbearable 
and probably get me lynched by the 
neighbours), they’ve built me a system with 
a single high-fl ow silencer and a small 
‘bomb box’ on the back. Sure, it’s still 
reasonably loud compared to the standard 
item, but that comes with the territory when 
you’re trying to get the best out of your 

Few things are more pleasing 
than the sight of shiny metal

engine. Quiet generally means overly 
restrictive, so you have to fi nd a balance 
and, being experts in the matter, that’s 
exactly what the boys have done. This one 
isn’t stupidly throaty when you’re pootling 
along, but it defi nitely sounds bonkers 
when you nail it. In other words it’s 
everything I wanted.

Anyway, the name of the game has 
always been getting more power and, 
although I wasn’t expecting a huge amount 
before mapping, the little Audi defi nitely felt 
faster and more responsive on the way 
home. So much so that, in the interests 
of professional journalism (that only took 
12 years – Jules), I booked a power run at 
Sanspeed the very next day. 

The results are pretty damn awesome. 
The new system yields an extra 20-odd bhp 
at the top end. But, perhaps most 
importantly, around 30-40bhp in the mid 
range, where I actually need it. There’s no 
longer a huge drop off in power around 
5,000rpm. Instead the graph just keeps 
going up smoothly, which is basically what 
you want for driving just about anywhere 

besides a track. What’s also interesting is 
that, with the majority of the restriction gone, 
the turbo now doesn’t have to work so hard 
to make the power. I’m getting more horses 
with the blower only boosting at 1.3 bar 
(rather than the 1.5 it was making before). 
This not only means the exhaust is doing its 
job of getting the gasses out effi ciently, but 
we can still wind the boost back up and 
hopefully fi nd a bit more power. Obviously 
these fi gures are ‘straight out of the box’ 
without mapping the ecu too. So, I think you 
can guess what’s up next…



PARTS
Custom exhaust ..............£You cant buy’ em just yet
(Standard TT225 system from £485)
Sanspeed Power run ......................................... £60

Total ................................................................... £60

Contacts
Scorpion Exhausts
www.scorpion-exhausts.com  
Sanspeed
www.sanspeed.co.uk 
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THIS MONTH

Midge’s shapely rear end

Great job with the Yob
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MARK’S MAZDA RX-7

PARTS
Petrol, lots of it .................................................£POA

Total .................................................................£POA

Contacts
Darren @ D & D Automotive 
01536 401396
Toyo Tyres 
01933 411144 
www.toyo.co.uk  

Kenwood audio – headunit, speakers and a slimline 
active subwoofer.

THIS MONTH

NEXT MONTH
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2000-MILE BEDDING IN PROCESS… 

It’s been a sad few weeks while the RX-7 
was off the road (although significantly 
cheaper). But after a replacement gearbox, 
a set of driveshafts and a new rear 
differential the rotary rocket was ready to 
move under its own steam once again. So 
what better way to bed in the replacement 
parts than with a 2000+ mile road trip to 
Wörthersee and back?!

It seemed like a daft idea. Rotaries aren’t 
renowned for their reliability, and after a 
massive overhaul of the drivetrain you’ll 
usually want to get everything checked after 
a few miles to iron out any issues. But I had 
total faith in Darren at D & D Automotive’s 
handywork on the RX-7, and having racked 
up several thousand miles in the past year I 
knew the rotary lump was in top shape.

Before setting off on the long road to 
Wörthersee, it was time to freshen up the 
RX-7’s exterior with a set of badass wheels. 
Don’t get me wrong, I absolutely LOVED the 
Gram Lights previously fitted… but they 
were a tad aggressive for my liking (yeah I’m 
getting old) and when compared to a set of 
10x18in bronze Volk Racing ZE40s I simply 
couldn’t say no.

Wrapped in 255/35x18 Toyo R888 

semi-slicks the ZE40s look most honourable 
tucked in the RX-7’s wider fenders. They’re 
aggressive enough with a concave spoke to 
look tough, without catching or scrubbing 
even when being driven hard. The road to 
Wörthersee includes derestricted Autobahn 
and Austrian mountain passes, so drivability 
was an absolute must…

Six days, five countries and 2000-miles 
later the RX-7 returned from its European 
road-trip, fault-free and terrorising the 
streets of Northamptonshire once again. 
What’s next for the RX-7? Dare I say it’s 
getting close to completion, but the one 
area lacking right now is the interior. Next 
month it’s time for some Kenwood audio 

gear and finally installing the Recaro seats 
– it’s all well and good making the exterior 
pretty, but the inside is where you spend all 
your time!

See more of the build:
@mark_scenemedia on Instagram
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INITIAL G’S TYPE R

PARTS
She’s gone baby, gone!

Total .................................... In credit yo! Woop woop

Contacts
Your local bus stop
Bustopwanker.com

THIS MONTH

I sold the Civic. After 14 years and almost 
200,000 miles of ownership, the Type R and 
I have parted company. It was not an easy 
decision to make in any way. However I was 
made a good and interesting offer and it 
was time to move on and think of another 
project. Oh and I need to get back on the 
property ladder again and buy a house!

Anyway, where was I? Oh yes, the car. 
It has been a hoot turning the high-revving 
little Honda with what was decent power for 
2001/2, into a stripped-out fi re-breathing 

300bhp all motor street-beast that could 
easily show the current crop of super 
hatches a clean pair of heels.

Over the years the car has had just about 
every modifi cation available for the EP3. 
From superchargers to throttle bodies, 
about a dozen sets of rims, six exhausts, 
fi ve induction kits, four sets of coilovers and 
a fresh coat of paint. She’s had most of her 
replaced over time and half the interior 
chucked away, all in the name of making the 
Type R drive just how I wanted it. In the 

Bye bye little Honda. It’s been fun!

process I’ve found out what actually works, 
and all the stuff that doesn’t. 

I’ve had help from some cool people 
along the way. In particular I want to say 
thanks to the guys at TDI North, Paul, Neil, 
Ben, Rob and Adam, James at Yokohama, 
Julian at Rare Rims and Nick at Tarox... 
There are heaps of others too. You know 
who you are and thanks to all of you for 
making it a fun ride.

So what do I get next for a project? There 
are loads of cars I’ve always wanted. An 
AE86 or older Porsche? Or do I stick with 
Honda and get an S2000, or the JDM only 
FD2 Type R? What do you lot think? 
Suggestions on a postcard (or our FB page).
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IT WAS A FUN JOURNEY TO SAY THE LEAST.
HOWEVER IT’S NOW TIME TO START A NEW ONE

A picture taken just before G was 
driven back to his care home
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TRICKY’S PUG 309
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WHEN IT COMES TO QUALITY PIPE AND HOSE FITTINGS THERE’S 
ONLY ONE PLACE WE’D EVER USE, THINK AUTOMOTIVE!

Think Automotive helped us back in the 
early 90s and they still do now. And to think 
that back in the day during the original build, 
a whole £3k’s worth of hoses and fi ttings 
were donated by these guys. (How much 
would that be now?) 

You can totally rely on both stock and 
quality, which Think Auto have both of every 
time. All these parts you need are only a 

phone call or email away, with a defi nite 
next day delivery, which is another good 
reason to use them.

We use a lot of their Mocal and Aeroquip 
products, to basically plumb in the oil lines, 
fuel lines and of course braking system – 
which we have been doing this month.

As you can see in the images, Think Auto 
can supply the normal red and blue hard 

anodised fi ttings, along with the latest trend 
black versions, which are also smaller and 
more compact in design – that can often 
help out in tight and busy engine bays.

Anyway, that’s enough of talking about it. 
I’d better get on and fi t the stuff, or we won’t 
be out on track in time for the race season 
opener at Silverstone in a couple of weeks. 
And we can’t have that can we? Nope!

Looks a little bit like the 
aftermath of a police raid

The precious metals 
coveted by the Car Man

Race Photography David Stallard

PARTS
Mocal Fluid Controls .........................................£200
Aeroquip Fittings ...............................................£162

Total .............................................................£362.00

Contacts
Think Automotive, 
www.thinkauto.com
David-Stallard Photography,
www.davidstallardphotography.com
FC Team 309, 
www.309thundersaloon.com
CSCC, www.classicsportscarclub.co.uk

THIS MONTH



Silverstone Track Days are suitable for all levels

of experience and ability and run as an open pit

lane, drivers get plenty of time out on track. You

can book additional drivers, helmet hire and also

book tuition sessions with our expert Grade A ARDS

instructors (Association of Racing Drivers Schools).

Our Instructors are on hand throughout the day

and can help recommend the next steps for

any budding race driver.

W

Since 1948 Silverstone has well and truly been the map i onic

International motor racing circuit hosting numerou ternation Europea

championship events and is well known for being the h f British m t acing

and the British Grand Prix. However, Silverstone is muc than the Prix

and also runs Track days, Driver Coaching and G eral Test ell as bei

a conference and exhibition venue for large scale e ts.

GENERAL TESTING
Silverstone run regular general tests on the three main circuit
configurations to cover all your testing requirements.

www.silverstone.co.uk/venue-track/testing/

SILVERSTONE TRACKDAYS

1-2-1 TUITION
If you’re a qualified Grade A ARDS Instructorwhy not run your tuition
days at Silverstone. Whether you are looking to provide tuition on circuit
or car control on a tarmac area we have instructor specific courses
for you where youcan tailor your tuition for your customer.

If you would like
to know more about the

SILVERSTONE TRACK DAYS
or GENERAL TESTING

call0844 3728 235
www.silverstone.co.uk/experiences/one-day-ards
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SAT 19 MAR GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £359

MON 04 APR GP CIRCUIT Heritage Paddock OPEN
PIT LANE £425

MON 13 JUN GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £425

MON 22 AUG GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £425

WED 28 SEP GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £425

THU 13 OCT GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £365

MON 07 NOV GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £295

SAT 17 DEC GP CIRCUIT WING OPEN
PIT LANE £265

www.silverstone.co.uk/experiences/car-track-days
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WILD CARD: VW CADDY WORDS TOM WILCOX PHOTOGRAPHY NEIL STERRY 

CARL LEVY 
RECKONS ANY 
PROPER CAR 
BUILD SHOULD 
BE A LIFE-
LONG LOVE 
AFFAIR. AND  
LOOKING AT 
HIS MIND-
BLOWING, 
LONG-TERM 
CADDY 
PROJECT,  
HE MIGHT  
BE ON TO 
SOMETHING...

Playing 
the 

Long 
Game
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WILD CARD: VW CADDY

H
ow often have you followed a dream car build for 
months, if not years, on a forum or social media, only 
to fi nd the owner “reluctantly selling” the car the 
moment the fi nal bolt has been put in place?

To many, the art of building an internet-breaking 
motor is enough to satisfy them so that they don’t 

even witness the car turning a wheel before they’re onto their next 
hit. Not for Carl Levy, though. He believes a modifi ed car is more 
of an extension of the owner’s personality, growing up and adapting  
by their proud owner’s side.

If Carl’s decade-long, hot rod-inspired Mk1 VW Caddy build here 
is a window into its owner’s soul, then, what does this say about 
Carl? Well, with its beautifully fi nished and well-thought-out styling, 
along with a heap of old-school tuning methods where many would 
have instead turned to modern alternatives, we’re guessing he’s 
a pretty classy character.

One moment chatting to the fella tells us our hunches were 
spot-on: Carl is a super-cool guy who is clearly proud as punch 
with what he’s managed to achieve. But how did all this Dub lovin’ 
begin? “I had a Mk2 Golf by the time I was 18,” he says. “I was 
working as a VW mechanic, and by the time I was fi nished with the 

Nice axe-els

Carl was told the car wouldn’t 
start when he bought it

Golf it was running a 1.9-litre 8V engine on twin 45 Dellorto carbs.” 
A promising start, then. “I eventually broke the Golf, and got 
another Mk2 which I rebuilt the engine on,” Carl continues. It was 
around this time he decided to fulfi l a life-long promise he’d kept 
since a kid: to buy a Mk1 Caddy. “After being taken for a drive in 
one as a teenager, I knew I just had to have one!”

Back in 2008, the second Mk2 was promptly put up for sale, 
and a nearby example of Wolfsburg’s most iconic pickup on eBay 
was paid a visit by Carl and his mate. “My main objective was 
fi nding a solid chassis,” he says. “The mechanics and cosmetics 
weren’t a major concern.” Handy with the ol’ spanners and with 
intentions of changing up the car majorly anyway, we can see Carl 
had got his priorities right here. That’s why after winning the car in 
a last-minute bid, and the owner telling them it wouldn’t start 
shortly after, Carl wasn’t concerned in the slightest.

Carl outlines his clear plans for the rather ropy Caddy once it 
was fi nally in his hands. “I wanted a pretty retro style, with hints of 
the American truck and hot rod scene,” he says. Rather than rush 
into anything serious, however, this would be a rolling project with 
no deadlines, no loans and no corners cut. Doesn’t that sound 
refreshing in this day and age?

First up, the exterior. “I could fault every panel,” Carl laughs. 
“There were also holes from where a questionable front bumper 
had once been fi tted.” The solution? “I spoke to the paint shop that 
we use at my work, and we came to a deal where the car was 
done in two hits to stagger the costs.” Another level-headed idea 
to not blow the bank there, Carl. Eventually, a Diamond black-shod 



“I was taken for a drive in 
Caddy as a teenager. I 

just had to have one”
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BAY WATCH
The engine bay on this Caddy is perhaps 
Carl’s finest work so far. He’s spent a very 
long time getting it to where he wants it,  
and boy does it show!

Wanting to go against the normal Mk1 
Golf route of smoothing the whole bay, 
complete with several mirror-polished parts, 
Carl instead opted to go for a slightly 
different style of using matt and textured 
finishes to give it a more stealthy, classy and 
aggressive look. 

Using Montana graffiti paint in rattle cans 
(could it get any cooler?) Carl reckons the 
look will be long-lasting, too. Sorting the 
wiring loom was a joint effort between Carl 
and girlfriend Becky, with more hours than 
they care to mention spent labelling, 
trimming and tucking.

But Carl reckons his biggest stroke of 
genius is the Jaguar’s NFL helmet used as 
an oil catch can. “I used to just run my oil 
breather pipe into a beaten up beer can,”  
he chuckles. “The helmet was just an 
ornamental piece for years, but one day I 
just looked at it and that’s when it clicked...”
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beauty of a shell was once again in Carl’s possession. Our proud 
owner has since added touches such as those hot rod-inspired 
graphics, wooden bumper inserts and GTI arch mouldings. Not to 
mention that custom-made matching lowrider bike in the back, 
protected by a genuine US ProNet rear tailgate. Winning!

Next came the inside. “The interior got a full overhaul,” Carl 
modestly puts it. “It was time to rip everything out and start again.” 
What was it going to be, though, a full-on, race-inspired cabin? 
Something more classy than that, actually. “I wanted to keep it 
retro, and loved the black theme with yellow accents,” says Carl,  
of the iconic Cobra Classic pews, with the rest of the interior 
painstakingly custom fabricated to match. To top it all off, some 
colour-matched Porsche gauges, sitting in a custom console pod, 
along with a wooden MOMO steering wheel from none other than 
an old Jag, mean the end result isn’t dissimilar to stepping into a 
’60s rockabilly bar. And we love it!

Up until this stage, Carl had been rollin’ around on some diddy 
13in Revolution four-spoke rims more commonly found on old 
Minis. “I think it looked super cool on these wheels, but I couldn’t 
get it low enough on them without some clearance issues!” Carl 
laughs. Aiming to add two inches to the diameter on each corner, 
he stumbled upon some BBS RMs for sale in Ireland. “I took a bit  
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He’s a lumberjack 
and he’s okay...

of a gamble on them, as I wasn’t sure on their offsets or sizes. But 
I think the Caddy sits pretty nice on them.” We couldn’t agree more, 
Carl, especially now they’ve had a nice dosage of Clay brown paint 
slapped onto them.

But the main part of the car Carl likes to discuss is unsurprisingly 
the engine bay. With a 2.0-litre 16v lump already in the Caddy when 
it was sold to him, Carl was optimistic from the start. When it turned 
out that it was not much more than a mis-match of VW’s parts 
catalogue, with not much working in harmony with much else, it 
was time for drastic action. “Ever since I had my fi rst set of twin 45 
Dellorto carburettors on my Golf, I was in love with them,” Carl 
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WILD CARD: VW CADDY TECH SPEC: VW CADDY 

ENGINE
2.0-litre 16V ‘ABF’ Mk3 VW Golf engine; twin 45 
Dellorto carburettors; ported, fl owed, skimmed and 
diamond-cut head; custom stainless steel exhaust 
manifold; full custom Torque Technique stainless steel 
exhaust system; Midnight Garage stage 1 engine 
mount kit with Bugpack rear mount.

TRANSMISSION
Mk2 Golf 8V GTI four-speed gearbox with 
‘E’ overdrive gear.

CHASSIS
7.5x15in (front) and 8x15in (rear) staggered BBS 
RM split rims with Clay brown centres and polished 
dishes; gold bolts and centre caps; front coilovers; 
rear axle fl ipped with 1.5in lowering blocks and 
custom adjustable bump stops; rear camber shims; 
280mm G60 brake conversion; Goodridge braided 
brake hoses.

EXTERIOR
Re-sprayed in VW Diamond black with American hot 
rod-inspired door graphics; smoothed and colour-
coded Mk1 Golf GTI arch mouldings; Chrome front 
bumper, mirrors, wiper arms, grille trim and body side 
trims; tinted crosshair headlights; crystal indicators, 
wing repeaters and rear lights; sliding opening rear 
glass screen; custom hand-built bed bike carrier; 
ProNet rear tailgate net; fl ushed rear panel and 
folded-away number plate.

INTERIOR
Retro Retrims black vinyl roof lining, B-pillar trims 
and door cards with yellow stitching; deleted rear-
view mirror and sun visors; Cobra Classic bucket 
seats in black with yellow piping; MOMO Jaguar 
wooden steering wheel; Porsche VDO voltage and 
oil pressure guages.

THANKS
Firstly and most importantly my fi ancé Becky Hill. She 
has been there supporting me every step of the way 
and spent countless hours of her time off helping 
out; Kleen Freaks and everyone involved for all the 
support, for being a great company and for just being 
awesome people; my bosses Martin Thomas and 
Mike Fealy at M&M Autos for all the support and use 
of the workshop; Neil Sterry for doing the photos; Joe 
Mallet for his wedding skills; Andrew Monteith for 
his stainless fabrication skills; Nick Collins and Lewis 
Simmons for coming and getting their hands dirty; I 
could go on forever with this... so also just a massive 
thank you to all the awesome people I have met along 
the way – you know who you are!

Carl has certainly got a handle on things

reveals his passion for a bit of historic air and fuel mixing. “I decided 
this was a good excuse to go back to some carbs.” The original 
engine still wasn’t playing ball, though, so eventually he sourced a 
slightly more modern ‘ABF’ lump, originally from a Mk3 Golf, which 
took much better to the carbs and other mods he threw at it. And 
doesn’t the overall product look simply stunning? The uncluttered 
bay and matt paintwork are what sets this car apart and help it win 
awards at the many shows it has attended recently.

What you’re looking at here is a glance into an ongoing project 
that shows no signs of stopping yet. But just how has Carl kept the 
relationship healthy over the last eight years? By sticking to a ‘drive 
it in the summer, work on it in the winter’ philosophy, he’s managed 
to keep it fresh enough to remain exciting and bang-on-trend 
whenever it makes an appearance, along with never getting to the 
stage where his bank manager is threatening to come round his 
house and repossess his pets. 



Book online at www.thefastcarfestival.co.uk. Advanced tickets: £17*. Tickets on the gate: £22. *Booking Fee applies. FREE entry for TWO children aged 14 and under when
accompanied by a paying adult, any additional children will be charged at £5 each. All attractions subject to change. Warning motorsport can be dangerous.
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Quotes of the Month:
ARSE END

FC lookalikes 
Yes, it’s the return of staff lookalikes and 
this thrilling instalment is a rather realistic 
Midge-alike brought to you by FC reader 
Jayden Thompson. Apart from the big, fat 
smile (which almost never happens), he’s 
defi nitely captured the essence of the 
small one here. Stupid hat, always blue 
and the uncanny ability to soak up all 
manor of shite. Top work. 

Moonlighting
Anyone see the little fella moonlighting 
on the National Geographic Channel’s 
Supercar Mega Build this month? Well, 
keep it to yourself because that particular 
silly hat seems to be hiding a head that’s 
getting bigger by the second (fair point, 
although the hat isn’t silly – Midge). On 
the bright side, at least the world got to 
laugh at his real name (which only his mum 
ever uses). Sounds like some sort of 
chauffeur. Home James! 

Sausage
When our G was running around 
complaining his little sausage was on fi re 
we thought that, once again, he’d been 
backyard nudie sunbathing. We’re pretty 
sure that’s illegal, not to mention dangerous 
for gingers, too. Suffi ce to say it came as 
something of a relief when we saw this.   
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Jules: “With a bit of Photoshop I look just like that 
Ryland fella.” 
Midge: “It’s gonna take more than that to get in 
those skinny jeans bro.”
Jules: “What are you talking about? All my jeans 
are skinny.”

Midge: “She said I was inclined to be 
unprofessional at work and I think that was 
bit harsh. Anyway, I defi nitely can’t do more 
than two.”
Jules: “Don’t be a fanny. C’mon, you can do 
at least three.”
Midge: “They keep falling out.”
Jules: “Just stuff ’em in. There you go. Four.”
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JAPFEST 2016 
Here’s a sweet vid from our friends 
over at 6TWO1. It’s a bit like the 
show report over on page 20. Only 
this time the pictures move!
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5K6CkWZIhws 

FLAME SPITTING ROD
Blimey, golly gosh and holy cow. There’s 
not too much more we can actually say 
about this one, apart from this motor may 
be running a little bit on the rich side. 
Got a light mate?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rz3OFs6NL2U

TOP 5 VIDEOS CHECK OUT MORE ON WWW.FASTCAR.CO.UK

SMOKEY AT SILVERSTONE
It might not be the longest video out 
there, but it certainly made us smile. 
Mr Reynolds himself would be proud 
of this one. Nice work fellas!
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZUN_2QfPe-g 

‘Ow much!? (Again)
Obviously we all laughed our arses off 
last month when we saw Jules spend 
30 quid on a box of his favourite crisps 
(it was 26 quid actually - Jules). But we 
were laughing even more when Midge 
found the same ones in Poundland. The fact 
that Midge actually shops in Poundland is 
perhaps more amusing. Although it does 
explain where he gets his cars!



He’s not the Messiah
You know those nutters who see the face of the Virgin Mary 
in a slice of toast or the image of Jesus in a potato chip? Well, 
we thought that was all bollocks until Jules spotted the mug 
of our very own, Midge, in a leg of New Zealand lamb. 
And there was us thinking he was still on holiday. Weird. 

Top tech 2
What were we saying about 
modern tech being rubbish? 
Now we have to admit that 
G may be right about something. 
Thank you, Siri. Thanks a 
friggin’ bunch. 

Top tech 
According to our G, modern 
technology never works 
properly and that’s why he sent 
us this pic of his brand new 
“better iPod”. It’s not the most 
worrying thing about this 
particular image though. On 
closer inspection you can see 
he took it bollock naked*, at 
three in the afternoon, without 
accounting for his refl ection in 
the table leg. Another epic FC 
fail! Go and put some clothes
 on fella, for feck’s sake.  
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3000BHP BENTLEY CONTINENTAL
You’ve just gotta love this super-luxury 
Bentley dragster from the guys at 
Team Extreme. All 3000 horses of it! 
Santa Pod just got all posh.
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Gcpb5iO3KtE

KVWATERFALLS
Ever wondered how they do stance 
in Bulgaria? Well, just check out the 
eighth VW Stance Fest at Krushuna 
Waterfalls. The answer to your question 
is awesome!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE_
R6G1ACV4

Q1) Mk2 Golf
Q2) Mk7 Golf R
Q3) OZ Turbo

Focus, Fiesta, Escort, KA, 
Sierra, Granada, Galaxy and 
Puma
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Quiz results from page 7:
WORDSEARCH:

We get inspired 
by SPEED!

•  Jules takes a 200mph 
Litchfi eld GT-R for a 
spin (and is slower than 
a blind bloke). 

•  We feature the only GT 
S2000 in Europe.

•  It all goes nuts, off-road 
at Dubai’s Liwa Festival. 

•  Japanese Mk2 Golf 
shows the Euro boys 
how it’s done. 

•  2.2 Legacy-engined 
Beetle tears up the 
street. Literally. 

*Hey, I am old and forgetful. That includes 
clothes at times – G
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*Subject to change because we’re still 
locating most of the above…

On sale Friday June the 24th

Supercar 
Special

SUPERCARS:
Mad Maserati

LB Audi R8
Fierce Ferrari

SUPER CARS (NOT SUPERCARS)
5 Series BMW

Hybrid Honda Wagon
Audi TT

Gorgeous Mk3 Golf

SHOWS:
Wörthersee

We go on an epic adventure to the 
pre-show that’s bigger than the show

Cannon Run
We hang out with car royalty on a 

high-end rally across the UK

PLUS:
Product tests, Fast Projects, Tech 

Guides and loads more 
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SATURDAY 16TH
JULY 2016
BRIGHTON RACECOURSE

� ENTRY FOR ONE CAR, DRIVER AND UP TO ONE PASSENGER
� ROUTE BOOK � RALLY PLATE � AFTERNOON AND EVENING ENTERTAINMENT

� PRIZE GIVING � FINISH LINE PHOTOGRAPHS

� CAMPING � FORD DISPLAYS
� RETAIL VILLAGE

� LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

TheSummerFestival:Enter theFordRun:

Bookonlinenowatwww.fordsummerfestival.co.uk

Early Bird tickets £10*. Tickets on the gate £15. Run Tickets £60* Additional Passengers £15. FREE entry for TWO children aged 14 and under when accompanied by a paying adult,
any additional children will be charged at £5 each. *Booking fee applies. All attractions subject to change. Warning motorsport can be dangerous.

BOOK NOW
& SAVE!
PUBLIC ENTRY £10
RUN TICKETS £60


